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Why is this man surprised? See
the bold-faced entry in the Phi
Beta Kappa article on p. 8.

Ever notice how there just
aren't any decent maps of
the Canadian Arctic? Scott
McNamee '87 will be doing
his best to rectify this awful
situation this summer as part
of the British "Operation
Raleigh." For the story from
"up over," see Features,
page 17.

At Charlottesville, VA, last
Saturday, the Blue Jays ex-
tended their winning streak
to 4 games and moved fur-
ther up in the Division 1 poll
(to #4) after a thrilling,
come-from-behind victory
over the homestanding
Wahoos. Details in Sports,
page 24.

Did you ever dream that you
were at a real school—parties
all the time, grade inflation,
tropical climate, no deficit,
and a student union? We all
do! What can it mean? For
the answer, see Science, page
22.
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Students nearly filled Remsen 1 Wednesday night as the Orientation chairs
held their annual information meeting.

Stolis selected as
Orientation chair
by Darryl Flaherty

Sophomore Ellen Stolis has
been selected to chair the Orien-
tation '88 program. Dianna
DeVore and Scott Sohl will serve
as advising co-chairs.

Stolis, after putting in an eleven
hour day on mundane tasks like
stuffing envelopes, said, "It's a
big time commitment, but I'll
give it 110 percent."
The position of orientation

chair involves coordinating a pro-
gram that will introduce freshmen
and their parents to the academic
and social life of Hopkins. Stolis
expected to put in over sixty
hours a week overseeing and in-
itiating programs that will be or-
chestrated by sub-chairs for
moving-in-day; entertainment;
and parent, commuter and
transfer student programs. Inter-

Admissions: toilets
and magical flowers
by Alex Pham

This week, 5451 anxious high
school seniors will receive in
their mail a letter from Jerome
Schnydman, director of admis-
sions at Hopkins. Up from 4,200
last year, this number represents
a record for the number of
students who have applied to gain
admission to Hopkins.
For about 2,200 of the high

school students, the letters will
bring glad tidings of their accep-
tance to Johns Hopkins. Of these,
735 are expected to enroll here.
Schnydman said, "Among our
applicants this year, about eigh-
teen percent were Asian-
American, twenty to twenty-five
percent were Jewish, and thirty-
eight to forty percent were
female.— Schnydman expects the

percentage of women enrolling at
Hopkins to increase.
Now that notices are in the

mail, one may take for granted
how much work goes into the ad-
missions process.
The process begins in the

spring with recruitment of high
school juniors. The recruiting
period goes on until late fall,
when applications are due
November 15 for early decision
and January 1 for regular
admissions.
The evaluating process begins

once most applications are return-
ed to the school. Notices are then
mailed out, and those who are ac-
cepted must reach a decision by
May 1 as to where they will at-
tend college.

views for sub-chairs were held
yesterday.
DeVore and Sohl will interview

group leaders and student advisor
applicants who will make sure
that "the freshmen come first,"
in the words of DeVore. The
structure of the advisor program
is largely unchanged. Advisory
groups will consist of five to six
students. Four or five advisor

See ORIENTATION, 2

Sig Ep, TEP
disciplined by
national frats
by Jon Stempel

The University and the national
organizations of Sigma Phi Ep-
silon and Tau Epsilon Phi have
disciplined the organizations'
Hopkins chapters.
According to a press release

issued by the Office of the Dean
of Students, Sig Ep's national
organization suspended the
Hopkins chapter's charter
because of "subpar performance
in risk management, brotherhood
development, community rela-
tions, and financial stability." As
part of the suspension, the na-
tional evicted students March 15
from the Sig Ep house at 2900
Wyman Pkwy.
The action against TEP follows

a hazing incident in which a
freshman pledge grabbed the
breasts of a woman. According to
the release, "the national, in
cooperation with the University,
has placed TEP on probationary
status until the end of December
1988." Dean of Students Chris
Colombo has imposed discipli-
nary sanctions on the freshman
and upperclassman involved in
the incident.
According to Mary Ellen

Porter, special assistant to the
dean of students, TEP members

will have to "perform communi-
ty service work for an organiza-
tion such as the House of Ruth or
the Rape Crisis Center and will
be required to hold seminars for
the Hopkins community on sex-
ual harassment and acquaintance
rape . . . "

Sig Ep
Speaking on the Sig Ep situa-

tion, Porter explained that all na-
tional fraternities send represen-
tatives to visit their local chapters
on a regular basis, and that "the
national organization and the
alumni chapter were not happy
with the organization of this
fraternity."
Colombo said that the national

had received a "consistent
number of complaints from the
neighborhood" surrounding
Hopkins' chapter, and that one
neighbor had filed a long list of
complaints with the national and
had threatened to take legal action
against the chapter.

Eric Ealy, the chapter develop-
ment director for Sig Ep's na-
tional, told the News-Letter that
"the national board of directors
and the headquarters staff have
placed a lot of time and effort in-

See FRATERNITIES, 6

Remembering
King
About fifty persons held a
candlelight vigil in front of the
Milton S. Eisenhower Library
Monday night to commemo-
rate the twentieth anniversary
of the death of civil rights ac-
tivist Martin Luther King.
The girl in the center is a

member of the Johns Hopkins
Tutorial Project. She read an
essay she composed about Dr.
King. At right is University
Chaplain Gretchen Van Utt.
Sponsoring the memorial

were the Black Students Union,
the Coalition for a Free, South
Africa, the Office of the
Chaplain, the Progressive
Students Union, and Students for
Jackson. (Richard A. Bell photo.)

Does WJHU want lax games back?
by Martin Stemmler

For Hopkins lacrosse diehards
who, for some reason or other,
a-e stuck in Baltimore during the
team's away games, there is
a:ways the radio broadcast:
WFBR, commercial sports and
talk station at 1300 AM, carries all
Hopkins lacrosse games and the
NCAA tournament champion-
ship.

In the sports booth on game day

are Howard Mash, play-by-play
analyst, and Bill Panton, color
commentator. Mash brings with
him twenty years of experience in
the game of lacrosse, according
to WFBR Operations Manager
Bruce Main. Panton, sports editor
of the Evening Sun, is known as
a leading sports writer.
"We've been highly suc-

cessful," said Main at WFBR.
"Everyone is happy with the
quality of the broadcast and the

commentary." WFBR obtained
the right to broadcast the games
from the University be'bre the
start of last year's seasoi. "Our
success with Hopkins has promp-
ted us to go with the ichedule
again this year. We're going with
a winning team; alter all,
Hopkins is the national
champion."
&fore the 1987 season,

See ADMISSIONS, 2 See LACROSSE, 8
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As acceptances go out,
admissions office faces
irate parents' phone calls

ADMISSIONS, from 1

The fun begins, however, once applica-
tions roll in. This year the admissions of-
fice received everything from comic strips
to a rubber stamp that says "J.H. Admits
Len." One applicant came in for an inter-
view and performed magic tricks with a
top hat and disappearing flowers.
The essay question this year asked the ap-

plicants to describe a humorous event from
their personal experiences. Schnydman's
favorite essay was the one about the kid
who broke the toilet seat and tried to fix
it with Super Glue. His mother used the
toilet only moments after the accident and
was promptly glued to the seat.
Not all applications are as memorable,

however, and since the admissions com-
mittee reads about forty applications a day,
the process can become tedious. Admis-
sions officers are forced to look for
distinguishing features that set an applicant
apart from the rest.
"We have what we call 'Special Interest

Groups,— said India Lowres, the senior
assistant director of admissions. "Those
include children of alumni, minorities,
athletes and VIPs. An applicant is a VIP
when an important person recommends
them." Being in a special interest group,
however, does not guarantee admissions,
although it does help.
As for athletes, some may believe that

lacrosse players will automatically gain ad-
mission, regardless of their academic
record. Not true, said the admissions direc-
tor. "All the students we admit, we feel
can do the work," he said. "There will
probably be seven or eight lacrosse players
coming in next year; that's 1.08 percent
of the applicant pool.— Schnydman himself
is a former midfielder for the Hopkins
lacrosse team in the mid 1960s.
Lowres said, "The only way we could

have strong athletic teams is to give some
breaks to the athletes, but not to the ex-
tent where we admit those who cannot sur-
vive here academically. Last year, for ex-
ample, we rejected the number one
lacrosse recruit because we felt he did not
meet our standards."
Another characteristic that sets ap-

plicants apart from the rest include
geographic diversity. "We think

geographic diversity will bring lots of dif-
ferent points of view to the cam-
pus. . . added perspectives," said Schnyd-
man. The applicant from Oregon, he said,
would be favored over the applicant from
New Jersey, all other credentials being
equal.

This year, Hopkins will be making a
special effort to increase the geographic
diversity of its students. "For the first
time, we'll be sending a representative on
a tour of Europe," said Rachel Hen-
drickson, associate director of admissions.
"This is our first venture abroad. Usually
foreign students seek us out because of our
reputation . "
Another part of the admission process

is the interview. Although it can be one of
the most nerve-wracking experiences for
college applicants, the interview is only a
way to get applicants to see the school.
Only twenty to twenty-five percent of all

applicants come for an interview, and
Schnydman said that attaching great impor-

Jerry Schnydman, director of admissions, who explained some
Admissions Office looks for in prospective undergraduates.

tance to the interview would prejudice the
process against those who could not travel
the distance. Thus, interviews do not have
much influence in whether a student is ac-
cepted to Hopkins. "It only comes into
play for the borderline cases," said
Lowres.
Even after the mailing of acceptance/re-

Outside the Admissions Office. For many, the beginning of life at
Richard A. Bell

Hopkins.

Richard A. Bell

of the characteristics the

jection notices, however, the headaches do
not end for the admissions staff. In the next
few weeks, it will receive phone calls from
irate parents of students who have been
refused admission.
Lowres said, "Most will want some

tangible reason as to why their son or
daughter was rejected. In most cases, there
is nothing about that student that is terri-
ble. We've turned down valedictorians
before because they were not competitive
enough within our applicant pool. It's a
very hard thing to do."
Some parents rant and rave and even

read off a list of other colleges which have
accepted their son or daughter. Those
parents still have hope though. "They can
always write and ask for reconsideration,"
said Hendrickson. The chances for accep-
tance after reconsideration, however, is
very slim. Usually, only one applicant a
year who is reconsidered is accepted, even
in light of new circumstances.

In conclusion, Lowres stressed, "We
are not a computerized office; we don't
plug the information into a computer and
expect it to evaluate everyone." With
every application read at least twice, the
process has a large human element.
Hendrickson said, "We [the Admissions

Office] are only a part of the reasons why
students come here after they've been ac-
cepted. I think it's important for the
students on campus to buy into the process
of recruiting people they think the campus
needs. . If you want more women here,
talk to more women and encourage them
to consider Hopkins. And just maybe
they'll even decided to enroll here."

One chairs plan more activities
ORIENTATION, from 1

groups will serve under a group •
leader, and the group leaders will
report to the co-chairs.
DeVore, Sohl, and Stolis plan

on increased group activities to

sustain a sense of community
throughout the year.
To help insure Orientation's

success, Stolis will be going to a
national convention on orienta-
tions this weekend with Lorraine
Warren of Residential Life. Also,

DeVore and Sohl have plans for
denser, streamlined training pro-
grams for new group leaders and
advisors, which they say will
make repeat advisors want to
come for training.
The chairs also hope to draw

upperclassmen to the entertain-
ment events of orientation. Stolis
said she would "love to see
something outside, like a party on
the quad."
DeVore and Sohl said that they

had entertainment ideas but
would like to take them up with
the sub-chairs before divulging
them. All three stressed that

, alcohol would not play a role in
Orientation activities.

Stolis said that one of the job
qualifications for student advisor
is that a student be a role model
for freshmen with regard to the
University's social policy and
that advisors would not drink
with advisees.
As it stands, Director of

Bent Goro

Residential Life Andrea Perry
and the Office of Residential Life
have given the Orientation com-
mittee most of its support. Later
in the year, Stolis will meet with
other members of the
administration.
The three chairs approve of the

decision earlier this year to leave
the Orientation chairs as unpaid
positions. DeVore and Stolis,
who will be juniors, had planned
to stay in Baltimore this summer,
and said, "That it's the pride in
what you are doing" that is
important.
Sohl, who passed up an offer

for a job in San Francisco to
maintain his commitment to the
program, defined Orientation as
an event that has campus-wide ac-
claim, and should be worked on
by students willing to make a
positive contribution. He doesn't
plan on going to classes for the
next few weeks.

PUTTING
THINGS OFF
Writer's block? Behind with

lab reports? Not ready for
finals? Term paper behind
schedule? Procrastination, the
act of needlessly delaying
tasks to the point of experien-
cing discomfort, is an all too
familiar problem for college
students. To help graduate and
undergraduate procrastinators,
the White House has schedul-
ed a four week workshop
beginning on Friday, April 15
at 11:30 a.m.
The workshop will explain

the problem of procrastination
to help students understand
why they are putting things
off and suggest practical
techniques to gain control of
their work. Enrollment for this
workshop is limited. Call
338-8278 to reserve a place.
Don't procrastinate and miss
this opportunity to start doing
something about the problem
of procrastination.Ellen Stolis, the chairwoman of Orientation 1988.
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ministrative structure. The first
stems from budgetary concerns.
Explaining that the budget for stu-
dent services comes from the
same pool of money as that of the
academic servies, Muller said,
"It is easier for two deans to
reach decisions on how to spend
[the money]."
The academic deans, he con-

tinued, have not been satisfied
with not having control over all
of their money. "They feel that
if they don't control the situation
they're being robbed."
The second reason is that

previous experience has shown
that the proposed structure is the
only one that can work. "We
have had a series of experiences
here on how to organize, and the
only one which worked effective-
ly was when [this administrator]
reported to the acdemic deans."
Muller described briefly the

situation with Welch. Whereas it
worked well in one sense because
of a greater representation of stu-
dent needs, he said it does not
work well in another because of
the difficulties that exist between
the Homewood deans.

Muller stressed that "students
should be less concerned with
structure and more with the Univ-
ersity choosing the best candidate."
The principle behind the new

structure is sound, said Muller,
because central administration,
which now mediates the conflict
between the Homewood deans,
should not be running the
academic divisions.

Muller said he understood that
students are concerned because
they are of the opinion that "the
academic deans are hostile or in-
different to student ser-
vices. . .but if you look at it, they
can't be," he said.

Richard A Bell

University President Steven Muller, who explained the decision to replace
Dean of Administration Robert Welch with a dean who will be subor-
dinate to the academic deans.

No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes.,,

Kim Cohen. University of Wisconsin. Class of 1990

Muller explains remedies
for Arts & Sciences deficit
by Brad Handler and
Elizabeth Harrigan

"There is a long-term serious
financial problem for the School
of Arts and Sciences," said
University President Steven
Muller during a News-Letter in-
terview this week. Muller ex-
plained the three ways in which
the University will attempt to
remedy the situation.

First, a special campaign for
Arts and Sciences is being plann-
ed to raise revenue for the school.
Muller also described the
establishment of the University
reserve fund, to which all bran-
ches of the University will
contribute.
"In the long run [the fund] is

not intended to help any one divi-
sion forever. . . in the short run it
will assist Arts and Sciences,"
said Muller.

Finally, Muller said it was
necessary to reduce expenditures
within Arts and Sciences, and he
explained the reasoning behind
the five-year plan for the school
proposed by Arts and Sciences
Dean Lloyd Armstrong Jr.
According to Muller, this plan

stipulates that the size of the Arts
and Sciences faculty is to be
reduced by ten percent—about
twenty-five faculty members—
over the next five years. It also
requires that the plans for the
renovation of Gilman Hall and
chemistry building construction
be delayed indefinitely.

Muller said that the reduction
will occur largely through attri-
tion. "Attrition of the faculty is
a marginal adjustment," said
Muller, who explained that the
five-year plan will reduce the size
of the faculty from 255 to about
230—the size it had been in 1982.

Muller said that the faculty
reduction will not be "across the
board," and that the administra-
tion will use this coming summer
to look more closely at ways in
which expenditures can be reduced.
The construction delays, said

Muller, are necessary even
though the work is to be funded
by the Series 1985A Revenue
bonds—a package totalling $209
million and intended solely for
construction and renovation at the
Homewood campus. Muller said
that the University can't continue
to incur debts for construction
while allowing Arts and Sciences
to operate with its burden.
"If we had the ability to pay the

debt, we have the money to do the
construction." he said.

Muller explained that new build-
ing adds expenses to the schools
because it adds debt to their
budgets. "The bond issue is not
a gift, but a debt. . . if the money
is spent on Arts and Sciences,
[the school] must pay debt service."

Muller also commented on the
decision regarding the successor
to Dean of Homewood Schools
Administration Robert Welch.
The position will be of Dean, said
Muller, except that he will report
to both academic deans of Arts
and Sciences and the G.W.C.
Whiting School of Engineering.
The title of the new position is
Dean of Student Services.

Muller described the reasons
behind this choice of ad-

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Be-
cause it costs less than wu
think to hear .our 7and-
mother start to giggle be-
low )ou even get to the
punch line.

St, whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T Reach
out and touch someone!

If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

NEMINIMINIMIPP

AT&T
The right choice.
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I ATTENTION FRESHMEN,
I SOPHOMORES, AND

JUNIORS!!!
Eli
Ill

El Class Elections for the 1988-1989 offices of:

President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer,

and 3 Representatives are coming up soon!!!

Eli Petitions are available now at the Student Council Office
I They will be due Tuesday, April 12th by 5 p.m. in the Student Council Office

Petitions must be turned in with a statement of 100 words or less.
m Numbers of signatures for candidates needed on petitions are as follows:

Class of 1989 — 62, Class of 1990 — 75, Class of 1991 — 59. The
• Candidate's forum will be on Thursday, April 14 at 9:30 P.M. in the
• Multi-Purpose Room in AMR I. The tentative date for the primary election is
m April 19.o
0 

SIGN UP NOW!!!0
L:
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Academic Council nearly
finishes evaluation of tenure
by Arthur Flam

Following nearly two years of
debate on whether promotion of
a professor to the associate level
should carry tenure, the
Academic Council is nearing
completion of a revised set of
rules for promotion.
Tenure is an important issue

because it "affects the character
of the faculty," according to
Richard Flathman, chairman of
the Department of Political
Science and a member of the

Academic Council. He said that
the Council is leaning toward
creation of promotion rules
similar to those already in effect.
Hopkins' tenure system is dif-

ferent from that of most other
comparable universities. At
Hopkins, full professors have
tenure, but teachers newly pro-
moted to the associate level rare-
ly are promoted with tenure. In
most other universities, when a
teacher is promoted to the
associate level, he is usually
awarded tenure as well.

News-Letter File

Political Science Chairman Richard Flathman, a member of the Academic •
Council: "My own preference is for a bit more flexibility than we've had."

"The council is not delib-
erating on whether tenure is a
good thing or not," stressed
Flathman. "Tenure will remain a
feature of Hopkins. The most im-
portant issue is whether faculty
members will routinely, rarely,
or never be promoted with tenure
to associate level."
The current arrangement is that

promotion to associate level is
rarely accompanied by tenure.
The Academic Council is work-
ing on an "intermediate
understanding" and trying to
"define what circumstances and
procedures" are to be followed in
giving tenure along with promo-
tion, said Flathman.
"The procedures now are ex-

tremely elaborate," said Jerome
Schneewind, chairman of the
Department of Philosophy and a
member of the Academic Coun-
cil. The many letters from experts
required and the complex evalua-
tion of candidates prove to be an
annoying process, commented
Schneewind.

Currently, the procedure en-
compasses several steps. First,
the individual department makes
the decision of approving a can-
didate for tenure. Then the deci-
sion goes to the dean of the ap-
propriate school, who appoints an
ad hoc committee if he approves
of the promotion.
The ad hoc committee, com-

posed of people from several
departments, gathers evidence
and writes to scholars all over the

Bernie Liu
Philosophy Chairman Jerome Schneewind, a member of the Academic
Council, explained that the procedures for promoting professors may be
simplified by the time the Council completes work on tenure.
world for judgements on the can-
didate's abilities. Following that,
the Academic Council makes its
promotion recommendations.
—The procedures are up in the

air," said Schneewind. Some of
the stages may be simplified and
changed, and others may not.
Flathman said, "My own

preference is for a bit more flex-
ibility than we've had." In this
way, Hopkins could better attract
teachers who have or are ex-
pected to receive tenure from
other universities, and at the same
time retain teachers already here.

Flathman, though, was not in
favor of creating a standard pro-
cedure to promote professors to
the associate level with tenure.
The Council cannot make very

many appointments because of
the Arts and Sciences' fiscal
situation, so it must take care to
make the best choices, according
to Flathman.
Flathman believed that the new

set of regulations will most like-
ly say that only in rare instances
can an associate professor have
tenure. "It's hazardous to predict
we will resolve it now for a
lengthy period," said Flathman.
Membership of the Academic
Council changes every year, and
new people, not tired of the sub-
ject, may reopen it, he said.
Schneewind, however, believes

that since so much time was spent
discussing the issue this year,
"people will be reluctant to
reopen it next year."
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SC debates role of
Chaplain's Office
Members voice concern over
types of sponsored projects
by Vensive Lamb

The function of the Office of
the Chaplain came under fire at
Wednesday's Student Council
meeting, as Council members
debated if Chaplain Gretchen Van
Utt was indeed fulfilling her posi-
tion, a growing concern among
many student organizations.
The controversy evolved

around the changing function of
the Chaplain's Office and the lack
of guidelines that specifically
state what her job entails.

Student Council President Scott
FitzGerald labelled the position as
serving a "dual purpose.
"She is suppose(' ro Lake care

of groups that don't fit in under
the present administrative struc-
ture, like the Coalition [for a Free
South Africa]," said FitzGerald.
"She is also involved with the
religious groups on the campus."
The first function has caused

most of the unrest among
students.

College Republicans President
Gregory Francis questioned Van
Utt's sponsoring such events as a
lesbian film series when other
projects funded through the
Chaplain's Office, such as the
Tutorial Project, are in need of
more money.
Noting that the Gay and Les-

bian Alliance (GALA) is a Stu-
dent Activities Commission-
funded organization, Francis said
"There is no reason [the
Chaplain's Office] should have to
fund a lesbian activity. They
should spend the money on pro-
per things."
Sophomore Class Represen-

tative George Lerner responded,
"Lesbians need to have an oppor-
tunity to have their feelings ex-
pressed. The Chaplain has been
something of a figure of stabili-
ty, and that is an important ac-
complishment in keeping with the
recommendations of the [Human
Climate] Task Force."
Senior Class President Sa

Surmeli said that conservative
groups have traditionally been the
more stable organizations on
campus and usually receive the
most funding. That fact may be
why "the Chaplain's Office gives
more support and direction to
liberal groups," he said.
The idea of the Council form-

ing a list of priorities to present
to Van Utt was then suggested by
Senior Class Representative
David Gitlitz. The Chaplain's Of-
fice should sponsor those ac-
tivities that "involve the most
number of students with the com-
munity" and "provide the most
good for the students."

Francis said, "All I request is
that the Student Council in-
vestigate what it is that the
Chaplain does to determine what
she is up to. We want to know
why she is doing the things she
does."

FitzGerald concurred. "We all
agree that we need to investigate
what the Chaplain's Office
does," he said.

Lerner then expressed his con-

cern that this investigation might
become a witch hunt against the
Chaplain's Office. He added that
the office was taking some very
important steps in addressing the
needs of student groups.
The discussion was then tabl-

ed until further discussions with
Dean of Students Chris Colombo
and Van Utt could take place.

Also at the meeting:
The Sophomore Class is pro-

sponsoring a night at PizzApeel
next Tuesday. ,They are also co-
sponsoring a party in the Great
Hall April 29 at 8 p.m.
P.The Freshman Class will be

viding fifty cents a slice pizza at
Hoppy Hour, the last one of the
year.

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT

Vandalism: Persons unknown smashed the News-Letter mailbox
with a blunt object last weekend, rendering it useless.

Larceny

*Sometime between 11 a.m.

and 1 p.m. on March 14, some-
one removed a sweatshirt from
a dryer in the AMR II laundry
room. A sweatshirt with
Hopkins written across the front
was valued at $15.

*Complainant reports that

sometime between March 1 and
March 14 someone removed his
Panasonic radio from his office
in Gilman Hall. The loss was
$125.

*Between 8:30 and 10 p.m. on
March 21, someone removed a
black canvas briefcase from a
locker at the Athletic Center.
Briefcase containing a watch,
trousers, and food stamps was
valued at $50.

'Between noon and 10 p.m. on
March 19, someone removed
personal property of the victim
from a stage closet in Levering
Hall while the owner was atten-
ding an affair. Black leather
gloves and ladies trousers were
valued at $55.

'Complainant reports that
sometime between 5 and 5:30
p.m on March 9, someone
removed his briefcase from an
unlocked room in Gilman Hall.
Brown leather briefcase con-
taining personal papers and a
cassette recorder valued at $357
is missing.

*Complainant reports that at 2
p.m. on March 12, she placed
her watch along side of the ten-
nis court while she was playing
tennis. Upon leaving, she notic-
ed her property was missing.
Value was placed at $160.

*Complainant reports that bet-
ween noon and 12:55 p.m. on
March 24, someone removed
her wallet from an unlocked of-
fice in Garland Hall. Ladies
brown wallet, personal papers,
and currency valued at $50 is
missing.
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The American Express' Card is a hit virtually
anywhere you shop, from Los Angeles to

London. Whether you're buying books, baseball
tickets or brunch. So during college and after,

its the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get
the Card now.

College is the first
sign of success. And

because we believe in your
potential, we've made it easier for
students of this school to get the

American Express Card right
now —even without a job or a

credit history. So whether you're an
underclassman, senior or

grad student, look into
our automatic approval

offers. For details pick up an
application on campus. Or call
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a

student application.
The American Express Card.

Don't Leave School Without It
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National organizations punish Sig Ep, TEP
FRATERNITIES, from 1

to helping the chapter improve its
operations, " but that while the
Hopkins chapter "did show pro-
gress through October. . . the
situation deteriorated."
As a result, the alumni board

controlling Sig Ep's charter
suspended, but did not revoke,
the charter, temporarily halting
Sig Ep's sixty-year affiliation with
the University. Ealy stressed,
"This was a decision made by the
national fraternity. There was no
pressure put on by the Universi-
ty for this action."

Junior Omar Hopkins, who
became the president of Hopkins'
chapter of Sig Ep the week before
the national's actions, explained
that Sig Ep brothers felt
"disbelief— and "anger" at the
national's actions.
He said, "What brought the

scrutiny on us was money pro-
blems. We didn't have any extra
income coming in after October
[and] did have some activities
scheduled for the summer, but
that wasn't soon enough for the
national."

Considering the issues of alum-
ni relations, Hopkins said his im-
pression was that as of mid-
February, the alumni board

"didn't seem to have any pro-
blems. They seemed to recognize
that there were problems, " he
said, "but [that] efforts were be-
ing made to improve on them."
Sig Ep, he said, was also making
progress toward reducing the
number of noise complaints from
neighbors."
The national now intends to try

to find a new group of students
to permit Sig Ep's recharter at
Hopkins. Ealy said, "We'd like
to start locating interesting peo-
ple and align this chapter with the
ideals of the University and Sig
Ep national."

Porter explained that the na-
tional "is very concerned about
the strength and the good standing
of the fraternity system at
Hopkins" and that in taking its
action, it seeks to "strengthen the
system as a whole."
She said that the national is

looking for a group of unaffiliated
upperclassmen to reestablish
Hopkins' Sig Ep chapter and does
not seek a fraternity "colony." A
colony is an group that has ex-
pressed interest in joining a na-
tional and has received positive
feedback from that national.
Porter said that Hopkins now has
two such colonies.

Ealy said, "It's not the policy

News-Letter File

The former house of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. The chapter's na-
tional organization evicted the fraternity from the house because of
dissatisfaction with the fraternity's progress.

of our fraternity or any other na-
tional fraternity to seek out other
fraternities' colonies. I hope that
does not happen." He also com-
mented on the prospect of the na-
tional accepting Hopkins' Sig Ep
brothers back into a new Sig Ep.
"At this time, it doesn't look like-
ly, " he said.
Hopkins, in response, said,

"My opinion . . . was that the
brothers were going to stay
together, and if the national were
to invite back a few members, I
wouldn't go, and most of the peo-
ple [wouldn't either]."
Considering the status of Sig

Ep's house, Hopkins said most
brothers who did not live in the
Sig Ep house made space for
displaced brothers in their
apartments.

Ealy explained that the national
has talked to a few groups within
the Hopkins fraternity/sorority
system that are interested in leas-
ing the house.
He pledged to "work very

closely with the University" to
reorganize the chapter and said
that the national will "probably
be creating a greater emphasis on
things beginning a couple of
weeks from now."
Colombo said that his office

will "offer whatever support we
can "and Porter said she has ask-
ed the Interfraternity Council for
assistance.
Ealy concluded that the na-

tional had no timetable for a
recharter, but that "optimistical-
ly, " it could revoke the suspen-
sion by December, before next
year's Rush.

TEP
The TEP incident took place

February 19 when a freshman
took part in a pledge task.
Colombo explained that the

freshman "molested" a young
woman. "According to the young
lady, "he said, "she was grabb-
ed on the breasts and bruised by
the incident." Colombo added,
however, that "there may be
some discrepancy in what [the
freshman] was told and how he
interpreted the instructions" for

his pledge task.
Sophomore Vinnie Alfi, who

became TEP's vice chancellor
shortly before the incident took
place, did not witness the incident
but said that it "happened inside
the [TEP] house. I was told it
happened in the basement."
Jonathan Seidel, assistant ex-

ecutive director for TEP's na-

News-Letter File

The house of the Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity, which was the scene of a
sexual harassment incident involving a freshman pledge.

tional organization, explained that
members of the Hopkins chapter
contacted the national after
witnessing the incident.
The national notified the

University immediately. "There
were no secrets anywhere, "said
Seidel. "TEP has always had a
very strong policy regarding haz-
ing and sexual harassment. We
are going to do whatever we can
to make sure that it won't happen
again."
The Grand Council of Tau Ep-

silon Phi recommended the terms
of the probation, and Colombo's
office accepted the terms. In the
near term, the national will lead
what it calls a "recolonization"
of the chapter.

Recolonization involves an
analysis of all aspects of the
fraternity, said Seidel. Alumni
and national representatives will
compose a tribunal that will inter-
view TEP's brothers individual-
ly. The tribunal will determine
which brothers "represent the
ideals of the fraternity and should
be retained, " according to the
press release, and it may place
some brothers on inactive status.

Recolonization begins Mon-
day, and the findings will be
released later this month, accor-
ding to Seidel.

During the probation period, he
continued, the national will be
"working very closely with those
still on active status. . . to improve

NEWS BRIEF
University expands graduate offerings in Montgomery County
Thk fall the Johns Hopkins

University School of Continu-
ing Studies will begin offering
graduate-level business and
education courses for adult,
part-time students at the univer-
sity's new Montgomery Coun-
ty Center near Rockville, an-
nounced Dean of Continuing
Studies Stanley C. Gabor.
The continuing studies school

will join the University's
schools of engineering and
public health, which have con-
ducted courses at other county
sites while construction pro-
ceeds on the new facility,
located in the Shady Grove Life

Sciences Center just west of
Rockville near the intersection
of Key West Avenue and Shady
Grove Road.
"Clearly, Montgomery

County is an attractive area for

us to offer programs and
courses aimed at the needs of
working adults," said Gabor.
"Our business programs will
address the management needs
of the emerging high-
technology sector and the more
than 16,000 companies located
in the county. Further, our
graduate courses in education
will provide professional
development and training op-

portunities for teachers and
human service professionals."
In recent years, Johns

Hopkins has established two
other off-campus centers
through its School of Continu-
ing Studies. The Columbia
Center in Howard County was
founded in 1974. Last year, the
Downtown Center in Baltimore
opened its doors, serving the
needs of the business communi-
ty in the state's largest city. The
well-attended centers augment
the School's offerings at
Hopkins' historic 140 acre
Homewood campus in
Baltimore.

The new center in Mon-
tgomery County will further ex-
tend the School's outreach into
a promising area, said John
Baker, SCS director at the
Montgomery County Center.
"Our goal is to approach

Montgomery County's desire
for continuing education in
creative ways—whether in
management training, teacher
education, or special lectures
and seminars," he said. "As in
our downtown Baltimore and
Columbia centers, we intend to
fulfill adult learning needs not
currently being met."

the quality of the fraternity. In the
long run, we want there to be a
TEP chapter at Johns Hopkins for
a long time."
Colombo assumed that for the

probation to be lifted, the IFC,
the national, and the University
would have to be satisfied that
TEP fulfilled the probation's
terms.

Alfi said that TEP heard about
the terms of the probation from
the national within a week or two
after the incident. "We're work-
ing to solve everything with the
national," he said. "We're doing
all we can to get this thing
straightened out."

Porter concluded, "I think
[TEP has] some very good peo-
ple, like the sophomores and the
pledges, while there are others
who may not have joined for the
right reason. This will be a good
thing for TEP. I think TEP will
end up with a much better
chapter."

Alfi was not as optimistic about
TEP's immediate future. "It's tough
to say yet, "he said. "It depends
on what happens next year."
Colombo said that TEP's na-

tional has "a new national direc-
tor, who seems to be completely
in tune with what the needs of the
fraternity are."

Steve Basta, who is resigning as
IFC president, told the News-Letter,
"The chapter will by no means be
folded. It's still in good standing
with the national, and a national
officer will [come] in to work
with TEP to have a bigger role in
its activities than in the past."
Colombo concluded that the

IFC could not take a larger role
in investigating the incident
because at the time, it had "no
real mechanism. . . to fall into."
He explained, "The IFC set up

a standards committee chaired by
J.J. Roco, "the president of Phi
Kappa Psi, and was working on
standards for fraternities to follow
"to uphold their responsibility to
the University, to each other, to
the IFC, and to neighborhood
communities. They have now
completed those, but at the time
of the incident, they had not."

Contributing to this article was
Townsend Miller-Jones.
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Studies express conflicting
views on fraternity system
by Michael W. Hirschorn.
Copyright 1988, The Chronicle
of Higher Education. Reprinted
with permission.

Part 2 of 2

Another perennial criticism of
Greeks is that despite their pro-
fessed interest in encouraging
academic achievement, fraterni-
ty life actually impedes scholastic
performance.

Survey of Grades

Those criticisms are borne out
partially by a preliminary survey
issued in December by the Center
for the Study of the College
Fraternity, based in Bloomington,
Ind. The survey found that in
1986, 37.1 percent of fraternity
men polled had grade-point
averages below the national
average for all male college
students. Only 22.8 percent had
averages exceeding the national
norm.
Among women sorority

members, on the other hand, 38.9
percent had grade-point averages
above the norm for women, while
only 19.1 percent had averages
below the norm.
Dr. Wilder says his research on

Bucknell's fraternities leads him
to conclude that fraternity life
itself is not responsible for what
he calls "distinctive differences"
between fraternity members and
so-called independents. But he
says the type of person who
chooses fraternity life is different
from the type who chooses to re-
main unaffiliated.
"Fraternity members tend to

be somewhat less intellectual,
somewhat less academically
motivated, and somewhat less
scholastically able," he says.
"By contrast, Greeks appear to
be probably better socially and
emotionally adjusted, more
popular, better regarded by peers.

They are the social glue that
keeps the campus together."
Dr. Wilder said Greeks also

tended to be more conformist and
less independent than non-Greeks
he studied.
For all the criticism, few are

arguing that fraternities should be
abolished. A detailed 1983 study
at Stanford University laid out a
number of arguments in favor of
the fraternity system. The report
of the study argued that the "rela-
tionships formed in a fraternity or
sorority are frequently closer and
longer lasting than the friendships
established elsewhere while one
is a student." It also said that
Greek organizations "accelerate
social ease and comfort and the
discovery of one's common
bonds with other members of the
group."

Fraternity officials interviewed
at the Dallas convention also
argued that many fraternity
organization were actively engag-
ed in community service work,
but that their good deeds were ig-
nored amid accounts in the press
of drinking, hazing, and sexual
misconduct. On many campuses,
the officials noted, fraternities
take the lead in fund raising ef-
forts for a variety of causes.

Access to Alcohol Curtailed

Fraternities have also worked
a deal with what many Greeks
think is their most serious pro-
blem: alcohol abuse. Spurred in
part by tougher drinking laws, in-
creases in liability insurance, and
threats of litigation against frater-
nities and universities, many
fraternities and sororities have
been forced to severly curtail ac-
cess to alcohol at house events.
Mr. Brandt of the National

Inter-Fraternity Conference said
that almost 400 of the organiza-
tion's 800 affiliated campuses had
instituted so-called dry rushes, in
which alcohol is forbidden at

events for pledges.
Most fraternities say they

closely patrol house parties to
prevent under-age drinking. At
St. Joseph's University in
Philadelphia, for instance, iden-
tity cards are checked ,frhen
students enter a fraternity party.
People 21 and older are given
arm bands. Only those with arm
bands may drink.
Such measures are not

foolproof. Last fall the Penn-
sylvania State Liquor Control
Board netted 350 under-age
drinkers in a statewide sweep of
colleges and fraternities.
Some students also argue that

the new strictures on drinking in
fraternity houses in fact increases
the chances of drinking-related
accidents.
At Florida State University.

where the student-run Inter-
Fraternity Council last year bann-
ed most fraternity keg parties,
Barry N. Crabtree, a senior and
an official of Delta Chi, says he
has to worry about students' driv.-
ing back and forth to stores to buy
and consume the alcohol they
can't get at the fraternity house.
"We have to be more careful

as far as the liability goes because
we don't want people out there
drunk on the roads killing other
people or killing themselves," he
says.

Nonetheless, Mr. Crabtree and
others say the new alcohol regula-
tions may lead to a revitalization
of the fraternity movement. "It
increases the brotherhood,
because people aren't always
smashed," he says.
At the University of New

Hampshire, where the Interfrater-
nity Council recently started a dry
rush, Mr. Sciola, the Greek ad-
viser, says: "I'm confident
Greeks U.N.H. and across the
country will see that our founders
had something a little different in
mind than what has been going on
in the last few years."

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.
The Air Force has a special pro-
gram for 1988 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards
To qualify, you must have an
overall "B" average After commis-
sioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer For more information, call

CAPT ALICE C. MURPHY
301-436-1569 COLLECT
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STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR LESS AT

OXFORD
Several Colleges of Oxford University have
invited WISC-to recommend qualified students
to study under the tutorial system as Visiting
Students or Associate Students for one year or
for one or two terms. Upper Sophomore status
is required, and graduate study is available.

Integrated student housing, social activities,
tours offered by WISC. A special summer
session is directed by WISC.

Past student evaluations available.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON
SUMMER 1988

Pre-professional program: intemships in Congress, the
media, the White House, think tanks, etc. Related
courses in Government or Journalism.

The Washington International Studies Center
Room 713A, 901 Six Street SW

Washington, DC 20024
(202) 337-9378/9379

(EO/AA)

2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208

Please send my free copy of the
Summer Session '88 catalog with financial
aid and registration information.
(Available mid-March)

Some, some summertime...
Send the coupon or
call 1-800-FINDS-NIJ
(Inside Illinois call 312/491-4114)
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Bernie Liu

David Creagh, general manager of WJHU: "WFBR reaches into Penn-

sylvania and Delaware...more alumni can listen to the broadcast."

WFBR not likely to hire
students for lax broadcasts

LACROSSE, from 1

lacrosse games were broadcast on

the formerly student-run Univer-

sity radio station WJHU-FM.

When the University decided to

upgrade the station to a

professionally-run organization

with a greater listening range, it

originally intended that WJHU

would continue to cover lacrosse

games live.
"WFBR called [in February,

19871 and said that they were

very interested in broadcasting

Hopkins lacrosse games," said

David Creagh, general manager

of WJHU. it was to be a joint

broadcast; we would broadcast,

and they would broadcast the

games." WFBR, however, in-

sisted on the exclusive rights to

the games.
The University's decision to

sell the broadcasting rights to
WFBR, said Creagh, was based
on WFBR's greater power range
and the profit from commercial
time on WFBR's airwaves.
"WFBR reaches into Penn-
sylvania and Delaware. . . more
alumni can listen to the broad-
cast," he said. "[Also,' a propor-

tion of the advertising revenue

Acad. Advising elects Phi Beta Kappa members
The annual induction of new and the Johns Hopkins Universi-

members into Phi Beta Kappa ty Medical School are eligible for

will be held on Tuesday. May 3, election into the Society and are

at 4 p.m. in the Garrett Room of judged on the same basis as the

the Milton S. Eisenhower students completing a regular

Library. Students and faculty four-year sequence at Arts and

members at Johns Hopkins who Sciences. The Hopkins Chapter

have previously been elected to of Phi Beta Kappa does permit

Phi Beta Kappa by any universi- some doctoral students to be ad-

ty are welcome to attend. mitted as well.

Juniors elected to the Society The following juniors were

generally rank in the top two per- selected:Alexis Carras, Dayna

cent and seniors in the top eight Devon Ferguson, Paul Joseph

percent of their respective Fox, Debra Louise Hamel,

classes, not counting engineering Deborah Jill Krauss, Virginia

students or those previously Michele Marth, Michael Carl

elected. The nominating commit- Runge, Brenda Arlene Schulman,

tee looks for evidence of outstand and Barry Jay Uphoff.

ing intellectual achievement and The following seniors were

breadth of learning in addition to selected: Gabriel Adler, Spiro

a high cumulative average. Basil Antoniades, Douglas Clyde

Undergraduates attending SAIS Barnhart, David Scott Battleman,

Steven Marc Blumenthal, Harriet
Anastasia Boetzelen, Michael
Severino Bosco, Lena Carol
Emad Braatz, James William
Bryson, Nghi Huu Bui, Paul
Cefalu, Jimmy Chu-Ming Chang,
Annette Helen Chen, John
Stephen Cole, Leora Ruth
Friedberg, Brian Scott Funaki,

and Gerald Bentley Guest.
Also: Lisa Mary Guttroff,

Katherine Ann Harris, Julia Ann

Hodge, John Blair Hutton III,

Nakul Jerath, Jordan Paul Karp,

Madhav Kavuru, London Del

Kirkendall, Erik Gray Ledbetter,
Frances Eun Hyung Lee, John

Juheon Lee, Alison Lin,
Christopher David Luebbe,
Jessica Rose Manke, Helen
Elizabeth Merchant, Eileen
Elizabeth Metzger, and Gillian

Patricia Printon.
Also: Jeffrey John Rachlinski,

Rebekah Marie Remington,
Miriam Grace Reumann, Richard
Stewart Ross, Michael Anthony
Sanderson, Alice Isome Sat,
Marlene Robin Schwaeber, Jason
Theodore Shaplen, James Ig-
natius Spak, Daniel Walter Stone,
Janet Chij Mei Sun, Wei Ping
Wayne Tam, Glen Howard
Weiss, Brook Van Hamm Wiers,
Chi-Chi Wu, Louis Pu Wu, and
Matthew Clifford Wyant.
Other students include: Gang

Xiao, David J. Charles, Sarah
Lunn VanDamme, Jared Randall
Curtis, George Earl Peoples, Jr.,
Yue-Liang Gao, and Chou-Chi
Lin.

goes to the athletic department."
The athletic department had no

comment.
In keeping with WJHU's em-

phasis on classical music, WJHU
decided not to replace Bob Ben-
son's classical program with
game broadcasts during the
lacrosse season. In Creagh's
view, such a move would have
alienated some listeners, especial-
ly since Saturday's programming
with Bob Benson has proved
popular.
WFBR's format, said Creagh,

is more suited to lacrosse broad-
casts. In addition, as Main noted,
WFBR has extensive experience
in sports broadcasting, including
coverage of the Baltimore Orioles
and the Baltimore Blast.
"Our experience in broad-

casting, engineering, logistics...
carries over to lacrosse," said
Main. "We keep broadcasts sim-
ple: There are only three people
in the staff box [at games]: the
color commentator, play-by-play,
and a professional engineer."
Main said that he had no objec-

tion to taking on student interns
from Hopkins but remarked that
space requirements preclude hir-
ing additional personnel.

Objections to the switch from
WJHU to WFBR from listeners
and alumni have been minimal.
Creagh said that he had received
only one letter asking that
lacrosse games be broadcast on
WJHU.

Personal Touch Ltundry Service

Offering to Johns Hopkins
Staff, Faculty & Students

Wash Dry & Fold Service
for 80C per pound
15 pound minimum

Pick Up & Delivery

We do laundry professionally
but in a personal way

Call a representative at
327-6277 917 Caroline St.

*****************************************

I READ THIS
Sometimes you just itch
with the desire of changing 11
the world for the better, but
don't think you have the
means to do it. Well, here's

1. your chance. You can take
t part in the 1988 Hunger
Cleanup Campaign. All

t you have to do is collect
sponsors and devote just 11
three hours of your time on

t Sat. April 16 to clean up.
Baltimore. The money from
your sponsors will be used
to feed the hungry. For
more information, call
235-3579.
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SPRING FAIR
NIGHTTIME ENTERTAINMENT

FRIDAY
Gilman Quad
with Black Cow and The Bash

Glass Pavilion, 7 & 9 p.m.
Comedy Club (Tickets at the Desk)
Great Hall
with Pebbles and the Barn Barn Boys

Chester's Place with student bands
The Natives, The Stir

SATURDAY
Shriver Hall Concert
The BoDeans (Tickets at the Desk)
Great Hall
with Blue Sparks from Hell

Glass Pavilion
with The Last Picture Show

Chester's Place with student bands
Donaldo & the Border Guards,
The Quarry

DOOR PRIZES!!!!

SATURDAY CONSTITUTIONAL CONTEST
Get the most people in your group to show up for nighttime entertainment
and you win big—divisions are Greek, Dorms, and SAC groups—Prizes

will be awarded by plurality and proportion!!! (KEGS AND CRABS)

DOOR PRIZES INCLUDE SHIRTS, MUGS, SR. FORMAL TICKETS AND
A $300 TRIP VOUCHER FROM THE TRAVEL CONNECTION!!!

FAIR GAMES
6A,

5;

••7 ,
A APPLICATIONS NOW

AVAILABLE!!!

Pick them up in the Spring Fair
Office or Residential Life

T-shirts for the first 20 teams
Deadline for acceptance is

April 11th

4/ 8K RACE
APPLICATIONS NOW

AVAILABLE!!!

Pick them up in the Spring Fair
Office. $9.00 entry fee in
advance, $10.00 the day

of the race.

Chester
Wickwire's
Annual

DOG SHOW
10:00 a.m. Saturday:

Dog Frisbee-Catch on Garland
Field

2:00 p.m. Sunday
Dog Show at Levering Hall
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Building an Addition
Director of Admissions Jerry Schnydman

must feel like a proud father right about this
time of year.

According to information released by the Of-
fice of Admissions, this year's applicant pool
has reached the record number of 5,451—an
increase of about 1250 from last year. The of-
fice anticipates 735 of the 2200 applicants to
enroll; however, the actual number who attend
has been higher in past years than the estimate.
For Schnydman and his crew, the increased

number of applicants allows them to continue
to raise standards as well as diversify ethnically
and geographically. And the number of students

enrolling has been on the upswing for several
years now. That's great news, on the one
hand. It means that Admissions is attracting
more and more highly qualified students; in the
long run, this can mean an increasingly com-
petitive undergraduate atmosphere.
But if you're going to have more kids, you've

got to build a bigger house. And it seems like
there are just no plans to build an addition right
now.
For the past three years, an increasing

number of freshmen have been housed off-
campus in Rogers House and McCoy Hall.
While these have served as adequate temporary
solutions, it is time that administrators find
some way to provide on-campus housing for
all freshmen. Campus life at Hopkins is already
so fragmented, with nearly every student mov-
ing off-campus after freshman year; freshmen
should be able to enjoy at least one year of true
campus life with their classmates.
The University has made an agreement to

purchase two nearby buildings but has not yet
said what purpose they will serve. One of these
buildings—Ivy Hall—is large apartment
building but is as in need of renovation as are
Rogers, McCoy and Wolman Halls. No
renovation plans have been made for the near
future; it looks as if another crop of Jerry's kids
will find home, come September, to be the run-
down, inappropriate apartments of Rogers and
McCoy.
And what about the academic atmos-

phere? Now that Dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences Lloyd Armstrong is tightening the
belt around his departments with his five-year
plan, an ever-increasing student body would
seem only to aggravate the problem. It doesn't
take a rocket scientist to see that more students
will bring in more tuition dollars. This,
however, is only a temporary situation to a
long-term problem. For as class sizes continue
to grow, the size of the faculty will decrease—
according to Armstrong's plan.
Furthermore, some faculty have expressed

concern that the five-year plan will force depart-
ments to reduce expenditures by hiring fewer
teaching assistants; fewer TAs will mean reduc-
ing the number of students allowed in certain
courses.
So while each entering class continues to

grow and improve, the quality of education and
student life is perhaps being undermined by
financial troubles. How long can Hopkins con-
tinue to attract the most qualified applicants if
it cannot offer them the best possible educa-
tion and amenities once they arrive?

A Greek Doubleheader
The sign of strength is the ability to stand up

to pressure. The Greek system nationwide is
feeling the strains of its own behavior. Frater-
nities are commiting acts which involve ex-
cessive drinking, hazing, and sexual and racial
intolerance to a degree which is disturbing to
universities and national fraternity organizations
alike.

Incidents have been bad enough to be con-
cerned that universities or national organiza-
tions might be planning to hew local chapters
to preserve the system. And yet, while that has
ocurred in three colleges—Amherst, Colby, and
W -
liams—many more schools are deciding instead
to take a careful look at themselves. At a time
of unprecedented interest in Greek life nation-
wide, it is appropriate for schools and nationals
to re-examine the Greek system and effect
changes or discipline where it is necessary—
not to abolish Greek living.

Plausible explanations exist for why Greek
life is experiencing such popularity. Perhaps
it is fine to be part of the establishment again,
after the iconoclastic early 70s. Students see the
Greek system as providing social opportunity.
The organizations as a whole provide tremen-

dous social service to the school and communi-
ty. There is enough inherently good about the
system to look for ways to improve it. Both
schools and national organizations need to work
with local chapters and address intolerance
which tends to find fuel in fraternal
organizations.
Hopkins' Greek woes are thankfully less

severe than other incidents: there have been no
deaths due to alcohol poisoning, nor have there
been explicit examples of hazing or racist ac-
tivity. Nevertheless, Hopkins' recent ex-
periences, particularly with TEP, are serious

all the same.
TEP national and the dean of students' of-

fice handled the incident of sexual harassment
commendably. The fraternity members involv-
ed deserve to be disciplined. The chapter, while
still allowed to exist, will undergo a
"recolonization," which will include inter-
views of the brothers by alumni and national
representatvies to determine who represents the
fraternity's ideals and to weed out those who
do not. In addition their social work will help
educate them as to the serious nature of the
offense.
The Greek system at Hopkins is not cut down

by the incident. Because the offenders are
isolated and punished, the credibility of the
system is maintained; because the issue of in-
tolerance is addressed,the system is made that
much stronger.
Sig Ep national has acted so as not to under-

mine the Hopkins' Greek system as well. It has
not closed its doors to Hopkins. It has simply
asked the present members to leave. The na-
tional hopes to reintroduce Sig Ep to Hopkins
in the future with new members and a new
attitude.
The situation is an unfortunate one for

Hopkins Sig Ep brothers. Sophomore brothers
run a strong chance of seeing a new Sig Ep
before they graduate. This would be a strong
blow to that group which was just forced to go
inactive. Sig Ep national may have felt that they
could no longer retain Hopkins' chapter within
their organization; however, it should still treat
the individuals with the respect they have for
the system. For the sake of those brothers, na-
tional Sig Ep should make no efforts to bring
Sig Ep back to Hopkins until after the present
students have all moved on.

A Little Leeway
Tall Steps

by A. Lee Davis

If the blossoms adorning
Homewood show a bright mauve,
and you have a baby, and a car-
riage to put her in, there's really
no excuse not to go for a stroll.
I had a few errands I had to do
on campus, so on Tuesday, I put
Hannah in her pink jumper, roll-
ed on her pink socks, wrapped
her in her pink blanket, then plac-
ed her into her super delux car-
riage. When I say deluxe, I mean
it. This is the carriage 007
dreamed about when he was still
just a decimal. One button ac-
tivates the bullet-proof dome,
another fires the heat-seeking
missies, and a third emits an oil
slick to do in any would-be pur-
suer. I slipped on the Wayfarers,
and informed Hannah of our mis-
sion: trips to Maryland Hall, the
SAC office, the cashier's office.
the bookstore. We synchronized
our watches at 9:45. I had to be
on the steps of Gilman by 11 for
an oral exam.
As the carriage and I entered

the elevator, my mood suddenly
changed. I thought of a column!
once intended to write, which in-
volved obtaining a wheelchair
from Wyman Park and seeing
how easily I could get from class
to class. I decided that Hannah's
rather unwieldy carriage would
show me just how accessible this
campus is.

Getting out of McCoy was no
problem. There's a ramp leading
down the steps. Out we went in-
to the bright Baltimore sunshine.
My first stop was Maryland Hall.

I walked up the campus en-
tranceway, navigated the curbs,
then bore left along the tarred
sidewalk. I got to the top of the
hill, beside the Barnstormer's
building, and realized I needed to
seek an alternate route; the stairs
were too steep, the hill too bum-
py. I considered my options. I
could go back the way I came,
head down Charles, then back up
behind the powerplant. Or I could
go right, circle around MSE, and
scoot back down the inter-quad
steps. I opted for the latter course
of action. Things went smoothly
until I got to the steps and faced
the inevitable folly of my choice.
Being able to walk down steps is
a hard habit to get out of.

Again I faced a decision. I
could go into Rowland and take
the elevator down to the bottom
quad level, or I could go to
Gilman and take that elevator. I
had learned from my first choice
to plan out my route. I couldn't
take the Rowland elevator,
because as soon as I walked in the
door I was faced with a sneering
row of steps. Besides, once! had
taken the elevator down, I'd still
have had to walk up another short
flight to get to Maryland.

I strolled to Gilman. On my
way I passed one of our injured
athletes on crutches, huffing as he
hopped up the inter-quad steps.
He didn't have it so bad. At least
he could hop. I arrived at Gilman,
but what was I to do? I couldn't
just zoom up the steps under the
clock tower, and the stairways to

See LEEWAY, 12
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Greek Benefits

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to the
article which ran last week con-
cering the supposed worsening of
fraternity behavior on college
campuses. While I agree that the
problems that some universities
are having with some fraternities

A Balto.
1”, Eric Ruck

Ah, springtime in Baltimore. I
don't know about you, but I'm
happy that we are approaching
the final countdown of weeks and
days, because with the mild
weather here it's awfully difficult
to work. Right now I'm trying to
figure out a way to lower my
word processor out my window
SO I can finish writing this article
outside. I guess there is one ad-
vantage to using pencil and paper
after all.

I do have one recommendation.
Even though we do not have an
outdoor pool here at Hopkins, I
would not recommend swimming
in the harbor, unless of course
you can swim wearing the ap-
propriate protective gear. If you
think walking on water is dif-
ficult, I'd check out Fells Point.
But so long as you remain dry,
the harbor is a good place to go
in the spring. Aside from all the
nice, touristy shopping areas,
they frequently have live enter-
tainment and always have a nice
breeze from the water. And best
of all, you can go ride the an-
tique merry-go-round.
Yes, it's spring, and it's nice to

see birds aplenty again. They
make terrible house pets, as they
are rather noisy and dirty, and
they never want to be adorable
when you have time for them to
be adorable. I envy them,

on their campuses should be
publicized, I believe that running
such an article without running a
corresponding article which
discusses the benefits and positive
aspects of fraternity behavior is
not only misleading but also un-
fair to fraternities and sororities,
in particular those situated on this
campus. Articles such as the one
run last week present a disturb-
ing picture of fraternities to facul-

Spring
although not because they fly or
even because they don't have
finals looming over their
feathered heads. But whenever I
go outside there they are chasing
each other around, doing quite a
bit of chirping while they're at it.
We all know what they're doing,
right'? If not, you've been hitting
the textbooks too hard.
Of course not all birds are

perfect. Take the Orioles, for ex-
ample. For those of you who
don't follow local sports, the
Orioles aren't quite the team they
were in 1983. In their opening
game against the Milwaukee,
they lost by, oh, twelve runs,
with a final score of about twelve
to zero. Renaming the team "The
Baltimore Lame Ducks" is the
first thing that comes to mind if
we were to stick with the bird
motif.
Hopkins must be a good place

for the birds and the bees. Last
Monday an ABC film crew sat by
the sports fields on University. If
you didn't see them, it's too late,
as they were only here for one
day. What a shame it is, too, for
they were shooting for a new
ABC pilot called Men. Johns
Hopkins must be the perfect set-
ting for this national production.
With such location work, this one
must get the network out of their
ratings slump. As I have said
before, Baltimore really is a hap-
pening town.

ty, administration, and Baltimore
community—a picture which is
not necessarily an accurate one.
At a time when fraternities are
coming under fire, it is especial-
ly necessary to publicize the good
aspects of fraternities—the things
they do right—and not give op-
ponents of fraternities additional
fire against them.

Just a few facts. . . my sorori-
ty, Phi Mu, is deeply committed
to providing services to this cam-

pus as well as to local and na-
tional charity organizations. An-
nually. Phi Mu sponsors a Pasta-
thon, a spaghetti dinner held to
raise money for the Johns
Hopkins Childrens Center and the
Children's Miracle Network. By
working with community
businesses, we were able to raise
over $1,500 last year—this year's
dinner, to be held April 29th,
promises to raise even more. We
also annually raise money for
Project Hope, an organization
which supplies medical supplies
to third world and developing na-
tions. We visit nursing homes,
childrens hospitals, and are cur-
rently in the process of adopting
a child in Brazil. This year, in
conjunction with Alpha Phi, we
planned and sponsored a sexual
harrassment seminar for the
freshman class. We partcipate in
almost all other charity related ac-
tivities, including the Phi Psi 500,
the fundraiser for SAMS, and a
drug awareness day for the
Hopkins community, just to name
a few.
But my purpose is not to blow

Phi Mu's horn. . . all of the frater-
nitieis on this campus have active-
ly been trying to become more in-
volved with such beneficial pro-
jects as the ones mentioned
above. The IFC, with tremem-
dous support from the administra-
tion, has sought to make the
Greek system more cohesive and
recognized as a positive organiza-
tion. IFC events have included
co-sponsoring of the Dance
Marathon, which raised money
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for SAMS, and recently an Easter
Egg Hunt for children of the
faculty, administration, and
neighbors of the Hopkins
community.

In short, there are many
positive and beneficial projects
the IFC, and all of the fraternities
on this campus, have undertaken.
To run an article publicizing the
problems other schools have en-
countered without explaining that
Hopkins fraternities are making
great strides, does an injustice not
only to the Greek system at
Hopkins. but also to the student
body and many organizations
which benefit socially and
charitably from the existence of
fraternities on this campus.

Mary E. Burcham
The author is president of the Phi

Mu Fraternity.

Utt Witch Hunt

To the Editor:

The "President's Message— in
the April 1988 issue of HOPGOP
reveals a fearful depth of mean-
spiritedness in its baseless attack
on the work of our Chaplain,
Gretchen Van Utt. Her sins? Sup-
porting Oxfam and challenging
irresponsible attempts by the
CR's to undermine the "Fast for
a World Harvest."
The attitude which informs the

piece, despite the author's preten-
sions to the role of crafty private
eye, is that of the witch-hunt,
sniffing out the heresies of those
"who are not like us." The
crudely sexist remark about
"clergywoman" not sounding
"right"—Gretchen should be
"axed" because she is a
woman?—as well as the
ultimatum that she perform acts
consistent with your brand of
"faith and charity" work or face
dismissal, evince a strident in-
tolerance. It does nothing to ad-
vance your apparent high moral
concern that freshmen donate .to
"worthier" ends.

Frankly, your entire approach
to this Oxfam project at JHU both
last fall and currently, constitutes
a destructive attempt to distort
and obscure what Oxfam tries to
do. If the development vision of
Oxfam (hand-ups, not merely
dependency creating hand-outs) is
so abhorrent to you, a far more
constructive response would have
been to cooperatively try and
have another more strictly relief-
oriented organization included as
an alternative for students to
donate their meals to. This way,
you might have remained a part
of this valuable effort, rather than
attempting to derail it by releas-
ing a screed at the last minute
when no opportunity was left for
the organizers to respond. Gret-
chen had every reason to be cross
with you . . . .

Bijoy Mathew

A Vote For the Chaplain
To the Editor:

The fact that you see little of
Gretchen I think says more about
the kinds of things you are not do-
ing than about her own work. She

is a big-hearted and energetic per-
son who responds with en-
thusiasm (and patience) to student
initiatives—case in point: at the
last minute (the day of the event)
two groups of students asked her
to help organize a vigil in
memory of Dr. King. Without
hesitation she freed up her even-
ing that every day to ensure the
event (attended by a very diverse
and numerous group of JHU
students) was a success.
Her religious orientation.

where faith calls one to social ac-
tion, is inspiring and scripturally
deeply-rooted. It is a view which
grows stronger among oppressed
peoples around the world every
day. Her Central American work
is entirely consistent with a
witness that focuses on the poor
and the dispossessed. History is
full of religious figures famous
and infamous who have been
hounded by those who object to
their support of the aspirations of
people who are deprived of mean-
ingful control over their own
lives. The militarism and
economic violence advocated in
the pages of HOPGOP clearly
allies you more with one side of
this historical struggle than the
other. That the "President's
Message" should call for Gret-
chen's.ouster is a strong sign that
she is doing fine work; in-
advertently you have a given her
a vote of confidence.

Paul Genest

Hollowed N-L Letters

To the Editor:

In your Letters column a few
weeks ago, you made it clear that
mail about off-campus issues
would be less appreciated than in
the past. I can agree with it
because reading 23 letters in
response to some Terwilliger-like
buffoon gets aggravating, no mat-
ter how well written. Your shift
in policy doesn't bother me
because there seems to be some
life beyond the News-Letter.

Since early this semester, two
publications have established a
healthy running debate of sorts;
they are the First Amendment and
HopG0P (soon to be the Hopkins
Review). Although they are main-
tained by the Young Democrats
and College Republicans, they
aren't full of meeting an-
nouncements or soda booth
signups; they are fledgling
political journals. Along with the
GRO newsletter, they make up an
effort to creat a forum of the
Hopkins community; an effort to
replace the current CFSA comp-
laint as a measure of opinion
campus.
My advice to people with ideas

(and professors too) is to read and
contribute to The First Amend-
ment, the Hopkins Review and the
GRO newsletter. Their editors
are not so partisan that they will
bite the hand that gives hem an
article, in fact, several people have
written for both the YD and CR
papers. Save the Letters column
in the hallowed News-Letter for
meaningful stuff like slamming
Student Council, "With Eyes
Closed" or Sellers.

Steven Jones
See LETTERS, 12
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LETTERS, from 11

FAF: Saving Funds?
To the Editor:

I think I may have stumbled
across a secret plan the universi-
ty is fostering to help the Arts and
Sciences deficit. Much to my sur-
prise and to several of my
friends', FAF's were due last Fri-
day. What a stroke of genius! By
barely publicizing the deadline

for the FAF, the funds the univer-
sity saves from all the people who
missed the deadline can go to cor-
recting the deficit.
Okay, the theory is ludicrous.

However, the implications of
people missing the deadline are
not. Without financial aid quite a
number of people at Hopkins are
placed in jeopardy. That, of
course, was an extremely obvious
statement but one wonders what
was on the minds of those in

A Little More Leeway
LEEWAY, from 10

the left and the right split up and
down in their circular gyrations.
I had made a mistake at the very
start.

I spun on my heels, pushed the
carriage all the way back down
Charles, behind the powerplant,
and up to the lower quad. I pass-
ed Shriver and laughed to myself:
it's too bad every building didn't
have a ramp, albeit a gratuitous
one. Next door, I comtemplated
Maryland Hall. It had always

been a friendly building to me, in
spite of the unsatisfactory grades
I received there.

But as I peered through the
windows at the steps that pro-
hibited my entrance, it seemed
very cold. Maryland would wait,
I said to Hannah, and moved
towards Merryman to see if a
reimbursement had come in.

It wasn't my day, as again, a
steep set of stairs prevented me

Financial Aid. So, just as a foot-
note to all those who haven't
heard, FAF's were due April 1st

and the Hopkins Supplemental
Financial Aid Application with
supporting documents need to be
turned in by April 19th. GSL ap-
plications, on the other hand,

should be submitted to your bank

by June 15th to secure equal con-
sideration. Good luck.
One wonders what Financial

Aid will have due on April Fool's

Day next year.

Josh Knights

Violating MSE Privacy

To the Editor:

Something has been bothering
me lately. At apparently random
intervals, library security has ask-
ed to check my bag going into the
library. In the past days of bomb
threats O.K., but why today? I

from descending into the base-

ment of the building. It was ap-

proaching 11, so the SAC office

also had to wait. But I still had to

go to the bookstore. I walked to

Gilman the way I usually do, past

the Glass Pavilion, towards the

Easy Bank entrance. I couldn't go

up those stairs though, so I had

to take the path to the left behind

the building, underneath the win-
dows of the Hut. Surprise, sur-
prise: the only thing the path led
to was more steps. I worked my
way behind the shrubbery, and at
last entered the bottom floor of
Gilman.

I hoped things were now going
to get easier, but when I saw the
familiar turnstile at the bottom of
the familiar steps, I knew I was
once again in trouble. But I had
to get my book, so I lifted the car-
riage up and carried it down the
stairs. I squeezed out some blood
for Barnes & Noble, then left the
way I had come in.

The clock rang eleven. I had to
get upstairs. There was an
elevator. I knew, so I rung
around the rosie until I found it
near the northern corner of tue
building. I anxiously pressed the
button. I couldn't be late. I exited
the sliding doors, went down the
ramps into the coffee shop area,
and prepared to leave. Again
more steps. How ironic: with
doorways all around me, I was ut-
terly trapped. I went back up the
ramp to a corner stairway, lifted
the carriage up and carried it
down the stairs out onto the steps
of Gilman, where I was to meet
my T.A.
The test went well, but as I

walked back I knew I had
cheated—not on the exam, but on
the little experiment I had decid-
ed to undertake. Who could
blame me? After all, I was tired
from my efforts, frustrated at my
inability to get where I had to go,
forced into tardiness by my cir-

cumlocutions through campus. I
knew I wouldn't be able to han-
dle this day after day. After all,
when you're in a wheelchair, you
can't just decide you've had
enough, as I did, when faced with
yet another set of stairs. You
can't just say "Oh, well," hop
out of the chair, and carry it down
the steps the way I carried the
carriage. A statement as in-
nocuous as "meet me on the steps
of Gilman" can be a sentence to
hard labor.

I tried to recall seeing anyone
who was confined to a wheelchair
on campus. There was a guy from
freshman year, a real nice kid. He
transferred—if I remember
correctly—before
the semester was even out. As I
pushed the carriage homeward, I
wondered why he left Hopkins,
but since I couldn't remember his
name or what school he transfer-
red to, I'd never know.

understand that food attracts in-
sects, and insects damage books,
so the idea is to keep the food out
of the library. Fine. But does ran-
dom harassment accomplish this?
Signs are posted throughout the
library so that anyone who can
read knows that food is forbid-
den. Apparently the MSE has no
faith in the student body.
Perhaps I wouldn't be as an-

noyed if the searches weren't so
pointless and inconsistently ad-
ministered. Some guards simply
need an ID. Others request us to
open our bag, but usually don't
even look inside! WHY
BOTHER!! Also if I was intent
on bringing food into the library,
I could simply stick some in a
pocket and none would be the
wiser. The whole ordeal is an an-
noyance, an insulting violation of
privacy based on a lack of trust.
A better solution would be to pro-

vide a STUDY LOUNGE
WHERE FOOD IS ALLOW-
ED!! Yes, the freshmen have the
AMR I lounge, but it is usually
crowded, and where does this
leave the upperclassmen? In our
days of budget woes, this hardly
seems like a priority, but can the
administration at least give this a
thought? If nothing else, we could
end the useless incoming bookbag
searches. Let's act on this now.
I hear there are plans for strip
searches in the cafeteria next
year; target: salt shakers and
silverware..

Glenn T. Bray

HOPPy HOUR
TODAY!

*Free sandwiches
*Pizza

*Beer & Soda
LAST ONE!

Glass Pavilion
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ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
All Hopkins events are free unless otherwise noted. Submit entries for consideration by Tuesday at 5 p.m. to the gatehouse. Questions?

Ask Brad x7647

Friday, Apr. 8
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Memory, Cognition and the Production of

Images Symposium sponsored by The Pro-
gram in Art History and Anthropology. Lec-
tures throughout the day. -- Arellano
Theater

4 - 7 p.m. Last Hoppy Hour of the year — Glass Pay
6 p.m. Conservative Jewish Services — Common

Kitchen, AMR 1
6 - 11 p.m. Hopkins Catholic Community music rehear-

sal and social — Newman House
7:30 p.m. Nippon Students Association Film:

The Dagger of Kamui — Maryland 110
8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF Dirty Dancing — Shriver
8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series Film Shorts

— Shaffer 3
8:15 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Celebrity

Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

9 p.m. Preston Reed: acoustic 6 and 12 string
guitarist — Arellano Theater

10 p.m. - 1 a.m. Grad Club hosts Goin', Goin', Gone...

Saturday, Apr. 9
8:30 - 4 p.m. The JHU Black Medical Student Organiza-

tion and the Student National Medical
Association sponored symposium: AIDS in
the Black Community: A Growing Concern
with Mayor Kurt Schmoke — Preclinical
Teaching Building

9 a.m. - 12 a.m. FIJI Islander — B.I.A. Field
10 a.m. Women's Lax vs. Wittenberg
12 p.m. Baseball vs. Ursinus (2)
1 p.m. Men's Tennis vs. Haverford
2 p.m. Men's Lax vs. North Carolina
8 p.m. Office of Special Events Theater: Pat

Hingle: An Evening with Thomas Edison,
Reflections of a Genius. $15 Orchestra,
$13 Balcony. — Shriver

8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF Dirty Dancing
— Shriver

8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series Film Shorts
— Shaffer 3

8:15 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Pops
Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

Sunday, Apr. 10
11 a.m. Mass — Glass Pay

2:30 p.m. The Baltimore Consort: Early Keyboard Ex-
travaganza, performed by Webb Wiggins
Graham Auditorium, Walters art Gallery

3 p.m. Office of Cultural Affairs Sunday Concert
Series: harpsichordist Dr. Joseph Stephens
— Turner Auditorium

3:30 p.m. Pro Musica Rara — Meyerhoff Auditorium,
BMA

7 & 9:30 p.m. Reel World Shoot the Piano Player
— Shaffer 3

8:30 - 12:30 a.m. Catholic Community sells in
Gilman Coffee Shop

Monday, Apr. 11
3 p.m. Baseball vs. Western MD

5:30 p.m. The Hospital as a Human Institution Series
Seminar: Elizabeth Fee: Women in the
Field of Public Health — Main Auditorium,
Preclinical Teaching Building

8 p.m. John Irwin reads poems of John Bricuth —
Tudor and Stuart Room, Gilman

8:30 - 12:30 a.m. Catholic Community sells in Gilman Coffee
Shop

Tuesday, Apr. 12
12 p.m. Institute for Policy Studies Seminar: Dr.

Roland Hahn, senior fellow for Policy
Studies, JHU: Location of High-Tech Firms
in the Baltimore-Washington Region — In-
stitute Conference Room, Shriver

12:30 p.m. Peabody students perform — Hurd Hall
1 p.m. Golf vs. Gettysburg and Loyola
3 p.m. Men's Tennis vs. Western MD
5 p.m. Class Elections petitions due — SC Office,

Levering
7 p.m. Women's Lax vs. Western MD

7:30 p.m. Lecture: Peter Eisenman, architect:
Building a Tradition: Regionalism and
American Architecture — BMA

Wednesday, Apr. 13
12 p.m. Orce of Special Events' Wednesday Noon

Series: Gordon Hyatt: On the Nile with An-
war Sadat and Walter Cronkite — Garrett
Room, MSE

3 p.m. Men's and Women's Track and Field vs.
UMBC and Towson

7 p.m. Hopkins Jewish League film Between
North & South — Jewish Students Center

7:30 p.m. JSA presents a Holocaust Memorial
program— Mergenthaler Auditorium

8 p.m. JHU Dance Company recital. $2
Students/sr. citizens, $3 General — Shriver

Thursday, Apr. 14
Last Day for Senior Trip Sign-ups

1 p.m. Golf vs. Delaware
3 p.m. Women's Tennis vs. Dickinson

4:30 p.m. Holocaust Memorial Service sponsored by
Jewish Students Association — Great Hall,
Levering

8 p.m. JHU Dance Company recital. $2
Students/sr. citizens, $3 General — Shriver

10 p.m. - 1 a.m. Grad Club hosts Tom Larsen, blues rock

Friday, Apr. 15
SPRING FAIR

11:30 a.m. White House sponsored Procrastination
workshop

7 p.m. Barnstormers: A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum. Cast includes
students from Goucher, Peabody Institute.
$3 Advance, $4 Door — Arellano Theater

10 p.m. - 1 a.m. Grad Club hosts Johnny Monet and the
Impressionists, 50's and 60's music
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' ' ' . .. .. ...... •. • .
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ACROSS

Roller-coaster ride
sound

7 Fundamentals
13 F-eling of failure
15 Pickering or Hogan
16 Resu. t or car
17 Straighten again
18 Wrong
19 in one's side
21 Lao-----
22 State ----
23 WP" known club
24 .ubli: disturbance

25 Sefore
?6 "Stompin' at the

27 Bartletts
28 Was ambitious
30 G;ves out cards
31 Breakfast dish
32 Henry, John, or

Glenn
33 Treeless plain
35 Revives (2 wds.)
38 Roger or Dudley
39 Openings
40 World War II agency

42 "It's ----!" 12 Rains frozen
43 Stuck in mud raindrops
44 Tease 14 Cir=a1 inhab-
45 Part of NNP 

t 

4r: Wrestling holds :5 Chum
47 Pertaining to birth 20 juvenile delinquent

49 Hydrogen, for one 2 'r.ey
51 Testimonial 24 Studies
53 Vehement speeches 26 Actress ---- Hasso
54 Obtains 27 Fathers, in France
55 Proceed in a 29 Arctic explorer

gliding manner 30 Like St. Peter's
56 Hate 32 Wooded areas

DOWN

I Predicamenr. or
fight

2 Imaginary monster
3 Gorges
4 Snsorship (var.)
5 Greek Mars
6 "Bei ---- Bist Du

Schoen"
7 Dutch Africans
8 Astronaut Shepard
9 Spanish for sun
10 First
11 Bleeps

33 Flowering plant
34 Pillagers
35 Irish city
36 Severe pain
37 Pain relievers
38 Valuable French

paintings
39 Ancient Britishers
41 Most competent
43 Bank inventory
46 Mother of Clytem-

nestra
47 French resort
48 Touch on
50 -----jongg
52 Buttons or Barber
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Editorial Elections '88
General Stff Meeting
It's time to engage in the monumental task of
nominating and electing next year's editorial
board. All staff members, as indicated in this

week's staff box, are eligible to vote.

Remember: You can make the difference!
Help shape the future of the News-Letter

Sunday, April 10
7:00 p.m.

at the Gatehouse
Regular editorial board meeting at 6:00 p.m.
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Features 

Hopkins alum
'87 Grad
part of ex-
pedition to
uncharted
North
by Carrie Mook

Alumnus Scott McNamee ('87)
has been involved in many things.
In high school, he did volunteer
work, and at Hopkins he was a
member of the Outdoors Club,
the Barnstormers, HopSFA, and
the fledgling Gravity Defiance
League. This summer, though, he
will be doing something a little
different. Leaving his lab at Cor-
nell University. where he is do-
ing graduate work in Materials
Science Engineering, McNamee
will spend his summer canoeing
in the Canadian Arctic. He will
be one of two Americans on an
international expedition which is
part of Operation Raleigh, a four-
year program started by Prince
Charles of Britain in 1984.
As Prince Charles writes in a

statement about the project, "The
theme of Operation Raleigh is
science and service.
"Young men and women from

vastly different backgrounds will
work together on. . . projects set
up by multinational teams of ex-
perienced explorers and scien-
tists, in unfamiliar places and
often under conditions of
hardship.
"As well as making some prac-

tical contribution to a better
world, they may grow to respect
each others' cultures and attitudes
and thus help to break some of the

o map arctic

/".

87' Grad Scott McNamee, who (hopefully) will be mapping the uncharted Canadian Arctic this summer.

barriers of prejudice and in-
tolerance which have always ex-
isted. but which seem to be even
more obvious in today's world."
To date Operation Raleigh has

helped with cataract operations in
South America, found ancient
cave art in Australia, and work-
ed on other civic and scientific
projects in 32 different countries.
The program confronts its ven-
turers, aged 17 to 24, with four
challenges: the selection process,

the problem of raising $5500 tui-,

lion, the expedition itself, and the
completion of 300 hours of com-

Spring Fashion
picture 'bleak'
by Lisa Goldberg

It's time once again for the an-
nual Spring Fashion Report, and
the news this year is bleak. This
year's clothes, with their com-
bination of cabbage roses, ruffles
and short lengths, are enough to
make anyone look fat. But don't
despair if you, like so many other
deluded American women,
desperately grabbed for the
nearest ruffled-blossoming,
miniskirted party favor of
Designerdom. Here is a list of all
the useful things you can do with
those cheery scraps mouldering in
your closet.

1. Wallpaper. If you think that
black and white swirly gunk looks

good on the hanger, imagine what
it will do for your bathroom. This
instant chic also hides the
mildew.
2. Gardening: try mounting

cabbage roses on sticks and plan-
ting them in the yard. No one will
ever know the diffence, par-
ticularly if you use the 3-D hair
accessories.
3. Don't discard your striped

shirts just because they make you
look like a bizarre road sign. Give
yourself a sizeable tax deduction
by donating them to you local
state prison's uniforms division.
4. Does your miniskirt make

you look, well, out of proportion?

See Fashion, page 19

munity service upon their return.
McNamee met the first

challenge when he put in his ap-
plication and was invited to a
"selection weekend" with 17
other prospective venturers. The
applicants went camping with
program staff, who gave them
"hard work, little sleep, and less
food," McNamee says, "to see
who could cope with the harsh
conditions you often find on ex-
pedition.— He did well enough to
be chosen as one of the venturers.
He is still working on his se-

cond challenge, which is to raise

$5500 by April 15. Operation
Raleigh is a non-profit organiza-
tion, but operating costs are high,
and American venturers, unlike
some others who receive govern-
ment or corporate sponsorship,
must raise all their tuition money
themselves. McNamee has given
talks and slide shows and par-
ticipated in a 160 mile bike-a-thon
to raise funds, but he still needs
more. "If anyone back at
Hopkins could help. I could really
use it," he says.
The most important of the four

challenges is number three, the

expedition itself. 24 venturers
from 12 different countries will
spend the summer canoeing 600
miles up the Kazan River in the
Keewatin District of the Nor-
thwest Territory of Canada. This
area has never been mapped
before except by air. The ven-
turers will make the first ground-
based maps of the region, collect
permafrost samples for scientific
study, catalog archeological sites,
and take several wildlife surveys.
They will note all the wildlife
they see in a general survey and
take special counts of nesting
birds and arctic wolves. When the
expedition reaches Baker Lake in
mid-August, its members will
spend two weeks with an Inuit
Eskimo tribe.
The trip will be dangerous as

well as exciting. In the bitter cold,
an overturned canoe could be a
life-or-death situation. Animals
pose another danger, though
McNamee does admit he hopes
they'll see a bear just as long as
he's had his share to eat first!"
The group's only contact with the
outside world will be via short-
wave radio, so McNamee is lear-
ning to use one in preparation for
his trip. He is also working to im-
prove his physical condition, by
running and lifting weights.
McNamee looks forward to the

fourth challenge, 300 hours of
community service. He has
always enjoyed volunteer work,
and says he thinks of this task as
a way of thanking the communi-
ty that make his going possible.
His own sense of community will
grow as he lives and works with
the Eskimoes and with his fellow
venturers.

Checks made out to Operation
Raleigh USA Scholarship Fund
are tax deductable and can be
mailed either to Scott McNamee
at 630 Stewart Ave., Ithaca, NY
14850, or to Operation Raleigh
USA, 109 East Jones St.,
Raleigh, NC 27611.

This is it, guys and gals, the fashion of the 80's (and 90's). Watch for these nouveau styles to pop up all over campus. Guaranteed.
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GRAD CLUBCLUB

Friday
April 15
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Pizzapeel introduces Baltimore's only •0Johnny Monet • •
• Deep-Dish Pizza Delivery •

Thursday & the: toeopmeilnivimeryum order•
April 14 Impressionists • - American Express, Visa, MastercardAA •

•

• accepted on orders of $10-00 or more •
• - No personal checks please •

§ • 
•

Tom , • 467-0802 •
. • •

Larsen , • •
0 

TO VALIDATE COUPON YOU MUST 
0\

\ ADVISE US WHEN PLACING

0   YOUR ORDER 0
\

\ 0 FREE LITER OF PEPSI 0

1 Y \ 0 
$1.00 OFF ANY WITH PURCHASE OF 0
LARGE PIZZA LARGE DEFTDISH PIZZA

‘•

0 

0 
DELIVERY ONLY :

\• DELIVERY ONLY

ONE COUPON PER ORDER ONE COUPON PER ORDER
0 0\

over 21 , EXPIRES 12/31/88 EXPIRES 12/31/88 0

2 ids ; : •
, • •
k 0 

b LIMITED DELIVERY ARE DELIVER AFTER 4 P.M. 
0start at 10 pm 0 ands .. ,. •
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************************************************
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ix 

Seni'or Class Trip *
*

i to Virginia Beach

iz
4c May 16 --- May 20 **
.tx *

ix
it **
.cit THIS IS THE LAST WEEK :44
: TO PURCHASE TICKETS. IF YOU DO NOT i-

ll, BUY A TICKET THIS WEEK, THERE WILL :
Ix' BE NO ROOMS HELD FOR LATECOMERS.:44-tz **-ttiz $260 per room payable :
-tz in one check to JEW **.x 
-x *-c * (up to 4 people per room)-x *
iT Sign ups: April 11 - April 14 *, *-tz 
ix-tt 11 - 1 in front of Leverin **

"party into fair. . .

express As'
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$2500 Scholarship
Applications are currently be-

ing taken for the Louis Azrael
Fellowship in Communications, a
one-year, $2500 scholarship for
students who have demonstrated
an interest in pursuing a career in
journalism, writing, radio, teleyi-
sion, advertising, or other aspects

of the communications industry.
The fellowship honors the

memory of Louis Azrael, who
was a nationally-known columnist
for the now-defunct Baltimore
News-Anzerieun. Azrael served
the Baltimore community as a
newspaperman for nearly sixty
years and was distinguished for
his work during WWII, especial-
ly for his account of D-Day. His
war correspondence won him a
Medal of Freedom from Dwight
D. Eisenhower.
The committee to select the

recipient of the award, which is
given out through the Writing
Seminars department, will consist
of professors Steven Dixon, Wyatt
Prunty, and Theo Lippman. As
Hopkins has no true communica-
tions program, students in any
department who are considering
a future in this field are urged to
apply. As the number of ap-
plicants for the award has tradi-
tionally been low, each applicant
has a good chance. Winners the
past several years have been
Steve Eisenberg, Laura Fry,
Frank Wu, and Jay Lechtman.

Applicants for the award must
be either Hopkins sophomores or

juniors and must be nominated by
a faculty member or by
themselves on their own behalf—
however, any applicants wishing
to nominate themselves should
still get a letter from a faculty
member stating as much. These
letters of sponsorship should be
submitted along with the main ap-

plications to the Writing Seminars
department by April 22.
The main application should

consist of a vita, a statement
about current interests, and a con-
sideration of future plans. For
further information contact Prof.
Prunty in Gilman 136 or call Ex-
tension 7563.

Fashion
'floral interlude'

Fashion, from page 17

Before slashing and burning it,
consider using, it for purposes
more appropriate for its size,
such as a neck scarf. Or a
doormat.
5. Four-inch heels look great

on the runway, but while occupy-
ing real life I suggest that you
save them for special occasions,
such as the bedroom, or for
scraping the gunk from the tracks
of your shower stall doors.
6. Colors. They are really not

so bad. Black and white are
popular, if a tad spastic with pat-
tern combinations. Brights and
neutrals get equal time in depart-
ment stores. The big fabrics this
spring are linen for blacks and
neutrals, and silks for brights.

If these suggestions are not
enough to keep you occupied dur-
ing the baroque spring months,
you could always write hate let-
ters to Vogue. Or try wearing
men's fashions. You don't see
any guys worrying that the
orange and purple cabbage roses
on slacks make their thighs look
too big, do you? The only truly
hideous innovation in men's
fashions this spring is ties. "We
interrupt this suit for a floral in-
terlude," designers seem to be
broadcasting. Both sexes lose—
this cross-pollination of clothing
compliments few.

If you're truly stumped as to
what to wear this spring,
remember the words of Coco
Chanel—"Happiness is to not
change."

Attention
Students!!

Casey
and

Warren
formerly of Haircut 100

Now at
Current Rage Hair Studio

2402 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, Md.

338-1126
Student Discounts Available

THE KAPLAN CURRICULUM
FOR CAREER CLIMBERS: 

LSAT, GMAT, MCAT,
GRE, DAT,

Advanced Medical
Boards, TOEFL,
Nursing Boards,
NTE, CPA, Intro. to

Law, Speed
Reading,
AND MORE.

For nearly 50 years, Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared
over 1 million students for admission and licensing tests.
So before you take a test, prepare with the best. Kaplan.
A good score may help change your life.

I KAPLAN
gANLEYKKARANEDXJMONAlahMYUD

3121 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.

243-1456

Call days, evenings, and weekends

Enroll now and transfer
to any of 120 centers

MBA Admissions Seminar
Business School & the GMAT

Thurs. April 14 6:30 P.M.
-OR-

Sun. April 17 2:00 P.M.

FREE of charge.
Call to reserve a seat.

PJ's Recovery Room 4z
Presents

Bomber Night
Featuring:

ix *32 oz. Becks bottles
ix 'Pitchers of beer

*Frozen strawberry daquiris
iz *Two for one shooters
.4 *Large Pizza Specials
4z 'Free giveaways

Today, Friday, April 8th
3:00 to Closing

2025 E. Monument
732-8570

Take Hopkins shuttle
to Hopkins Hospital

We're only two blocks away!!

'Coming April 29th:
Jimmy Buffet Night!!

featuring:
Corona Beer!!
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Arts 

David Sylvian Disappointing
Music not up to standard set by earlier works

by Mark W. Stewart

Perhaps more than any other
composer of the punk age, David
Sylvian has succeeded in
transcending the restrictions of
his origins to create music that is
both original and compelling. His
first band, Japan, got their start
playing embarrassingly bad glam-
rock, complete with make-up,
flares, and platform shoes. They
called their first album, Adoles-
cent Sex. Fortunately, they stuck
with it and later albums such as
Gentlemen Take Polaroids and
Tin Drum revealed an almost en-
tirely different band, one that had
discovered the ideas of space and
subtlety. They still took their cues
from some other bands (Roxy
Music with their understated

musical sensibility, in particular),
but they were on their way to
something entirely new, and
David Sylvian was leading them.

Sylvian's first solo album after
Japan split up was called Brilliant
Trees and it was primarily a con-
tinuation of the work he had
started with Japan. By his second
album, Gone to Earth an expan-
sive two record set, however,
Sylvian began to reach farther,
and his ambition got the better of
him on more than a few occa-
sions. Split between instrumentals
and vocal pieces, the album
presents the same musical
dichotomy presented at Syl-

vian's Wednesday night "In
Praise Of Shamens" concert—
long and directionless or concise
and poetic.

Right from the opening in-
strumental, "Words with the
Shaman: Incantations" you know
that you are not in for a night of
excitement. Rythmically, the
piece begins slowly and proceeds
in funeral march fashion until it
reaches its stopping point. There
is no melodic development either.
Sounds, both eerie and ethnic,
echo and fade, evanescing from
one to the other without reason
and without effect.

Charitably, one might think
that perhaps this simply wasn't
the best choice for an opening
number. Unfortunately for the
audience, this is the basic model
upon which Sylvian seems to base
all his instrumentals. Differen-
tiating between one or the other
depends on your familiarity with

The Flip Side
Guest Starring John Park

by John Park

The Smiths were not one of this
decade's most important rock acts
simply because all of their albums
and singles went straight to the
Top 10 in England or because
they achieved that success with a
rhetoric on an independent label
that employed no advertisting and
only three career videos. They
were important because, in a
world of Mr. Misters, Dokkens,
and Madonnas, they were among
this decade's most melodic, affec-
ting, and sensitive songwriters.
Their breakup late last year is
lamentable for what has been left
in its wake.

Viva Hate, the first solo effort
by former Smiths singer Stephen
Morrissey, is a more than com-
petent, but rarely compelling,
collection of songs whose fleeting
brilliance only hints at its author's

former halcyon days. Certainly,
it would not be fair to wholly
judge Viva in light of the Smiths'
work, but too, it was in no small
part Johnny Marr's ringing guitar
and the tight Andy Rourke/Mike
Joyce rhythm section which
helped give Morrissey's
perversely romantic, brooding,
and self-conscious lyrics their
deeper resonance and
mel(1)o(w)drama. Without that
inventive and taut backing,
however, Mon-issey's words fall,
if not flat, then somewhat limp.
And brood Morrissey does. The
level of solipsism and accusation
on this album ranges from the
mildly poetic to the embarassing
to the downright irritating, and
with titles like "Angel, Angel,
Down We Go Together" and
"Late Night, Maudlin Street,"
Morrissey becomes as painfully
pedantic as The Cure's Robert

Dream Disc
by Ely Brown

While searching through my
collection to compile this week's
Dream Disc, I found my Jimi
Hendrix right next to The Best of
the Beach Boys. So much for
thematic or stylistic continuity.
The only thing that holds together
the following selection is that I
like the songs. Whether the music
is old or new, popular or obscure,
(I don't even know the titles to
some pf these artists' albums),
chances are I'm going to like it,
so here are some of my favorites:

1. "Fool's Overture," Super-
tramp, Even in the Quietest of
Moments.
2. "Family Snapshot," Peter
Gabriel, Peter Gabriel.

3. "Himalaya," Bill Lovelady.
4. "So Sad About Us," Pete
Townshend, Scoop.
5. "Rags to Riches," Blue Nile,
Dancing on the Rooftops.
6. "Buenas Aires," The Golden
Paliminos.
7. "Castles Made of Sand," Jimi
Hendrix.
8. "You Can Call Me Al," Paul
Simon, Graceland.
9. "Message in a Bottle," The
Police, Regatta de Blanc.
10. "Don't Break My Heart,"
UB40, Labour of Love.
11. "Love Vigilantes," New
Order, Low Life.
12. "Bad Karma," Warren
Zevon, Sentimental Hygiene.
13. "Avalon," Roxy Music.
14. "Cruella DeVille," 101
Dalmations Soundtrack, Walt
Disney Productions.

Smith.
It's a real shame, too, because

Morrissey has always had one of
pop music's most expressive
voices. His "Mancunian moan"
could evoke pathos in much the
same way that Otis Redding's
bluesy delivery could describe a
broken heart. On Smiths songs
like "How Soon Is Now?" and
"Reel Around the Fountain,— he
sounded sincere, a Romantic in
the untamed Wilde. Here, the
voice is the same, but the feeling
is not. He's comes off as childish
when, in "Margaret on the
Guillotine," he whines repeated-
ly, "when will you die," and un-
convincingly jovial in "I Don't
Mind If You Forget Me." He's ,
better on songs like "Suedehead"
and "Alsatian Cousin" where
he's more indirect and allows the
listener to infer situations and
meanings.
The music itself is a cut above

average. The album salvages
former Smiths producer Stephen
Street and recruits Durutti Col-
umn frontman Vini Reilly to con-

tribute guitars and keyboards, and
the effect is general-
ly. listenable. Though the
hooks are far more infrequent,
the melodies a little quirky, and
a few too many guitar figures
recall Johnny Marr, there is still
room for surprises. Songs like
"Alsatian Cousin" and "Every-
day Is Like Sunday" allow Street
and Reilly to introduce some
unusually fuzzy and loping guitar
figures, while overall Side One
makes excellent use of a string
section. "Suedehead," too, the
first single, jangles and rings
along nicely--like a good
guitar—based pop song should.
Though Viva Hate is commen-

dable for its brave ignorance of
its singer's past, it ultimately
gives irrevocable notice of an era
past. Viva Smiths?

the material and whether you can
remember which synthesizer
sound goes with which title.
The sense of space Sylvian

developed back on Tin Drum
seems to have disappeared entire-
ly, replaced by a desire to fill
every possible frequency with ex-
otic aural textures. On record it
works all right, provided you're
in the right mood. (You can
always take it off and play
something different. If only we
had that option in concert.)
Sylvian has assembled quite

a supporting group for his
first solo U.S. tour. Steve Jansen
and Richard Barbieri, on drums
and keyboards respectively, were
both members of Japan, and they
mesh most effectively with the
rest of the band; an unnamed
guitarist and bass player.
The stars of the group,

however, are trumpet/flugel-
horn/soprano saxist Mark Isham,
and electric guitarist David Torn.
Both players are well known for
their independent work. Isham
has composed a number of film
scores, and Tom is currently tour-
ing (simultaneously) behind his
newest album.
Both musicians are seasoned

session players, and, to the band's
detriment, that's exactly what
they sound like. It's not entirely
their fault. Sylvian arranges his
music to provide for solo spots
for them and features them both
in nearly every piece.
Presumably, this is to give the

audience the notion that the band
is somehow improvising and tak-
ing chances with the material. In
the end, though, all we notice is
the fact that the band is follow-

ing a very strict program and that
these four or eight bar solos are
merely interruptions, trivial
asides to their progress. In fact,
even the solos themselves deserve
to be described in this way.

Isham, whose classical tone
and lyricism usually leave me
breathless, sounded frustrated,
playing in small, tight, empty
circles. Torn fared little better.
The primary interest in his play-
ing was his unique tone; call it
space-fuzz. Still, given the
limited resources of the pieces
they were playing, it was im-
possible for them to deliver
consistently.
The evening was not a com-

plete loss, however. As bad as the
instrumental selections could be,
when the band finally got around
to some ensemble playing as on
Sylvian's vocal numbers, they
shined. "Orpheus," "Nostalgia,"
and "When Poets Dream
of Angels," songs from
his first and third albums, all suc-
ceeded brilliantly.
The show even included two

knock-out, standing ovation wor-
thy performances. The first was
the title piece to Brilliant Trees.
It started out quiet and spare and
moved upwards on the strength of
Sylvian's liquid vocals and Bar-
bieri's orchestral synth work. The
final song of the evening took
honors, though. "Let the Hap-
piness In" levitated the entire au-
dience with its simple message,
while building, soaring, and gain-
ing momentum on its way to a
musical nirvana. If only the en-
tire show could have been as
inspiring.

ARTSCALEN DAR
FILM

Weekend Wonderflix presents
Dirty Dancing, starring Patrick
Swayze. Now all you folks who
took the intersession course will
know what it's supposed to look
like. Friday and Saturday at 8 and
10:15 p.m. in Shriver.
The Senior Class Film Series

presents a collection of your
favorite film shorts, including
Bugs Bunny, the Three Stooges,
and more. What more could you
ask for? Friday and Saturday at
8 and 10:15 p.m. in Shaffer 3.

The Reel World presents Shoot
the Player Piano, directed by
Francois Truffant. Paris,
gangsters, music . . . all the ingre-
dients for a great film. Sunday at
7 and 9:30 in Shriver.

MUSIC

Harpsichordist Joseph Stevens
will present a program of music
by J.S. Bach at the Medical
School's Turner Auditorium on
Sunday at 3:00 p.m. For more in-
fo call 955-3363.

The Peabody Symphony Or-
chestra, in conjunction with the
Hopkins/Peabody Chorus, will
present a program on Wednesday
the 13th at 8:15 p.m. in the
Miriam A. Friedburg Concert
Hall on the Peabody campus.
Tickets are $3 for students. For
more info call 659-8164.
The Baltimore Symphony Or-

chestra will continue with its
Celebrity Series on Friday, April
8 and Saturday, April 9 at 8:15
p.m. The performances will be
held in Meyerhoff Symphony
Hall.
.Preston Reed, acoustic six and

twelve string guitarist, will per-
form Friday, April 8 at 9 p.m.
in the Arellano Theater.
Also on Friday, April 8, The

Grad Club presents Goin', Goin',
Gone from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

THEATER

At 7 p.m. next Friday, April
15, The Barnstormers will pre-
sent A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum in the
Arellano Theater.
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Kathy Acker's Literal Madness
Literal Madness: Three Novels who said the first line: thus note

by Kathy Acker, Kathy Acker,
$19.95, Grove Press, January
1988, 410 pp.

by Aravinda Pillalamarri

Just what we needed, another
person to perceive herself as
a displaced Hamlet. Of course,
we only know about her because
she writes, but how can writing
be the answer to her malady?
Hence, Literal Madness, an ex-

ercise in inconsequentiality, in
nothingness. The three novels in-
cluded in this volume are: Kathy
Goes to Haiti, first published in
1978, My Death, My Life by Pier
Paolo Pasolini, first published in
1985, and Florida, written in
1976 but not published in book
form until now.
The sequence in which the

three come is quite to the advan-
tage of the reader. Like a graded
reader is to the study of a foreign
language so is this book to the un-
conventional writing style of one
Kathy Acker.

Kathy Goes to Haiti

A young woman named Kathy,
not so surprisingly with all the
same characteristics as the author
herself (a twenty-nine year old
white girl from New York, con-
stantly believed to be much
younger) takes a vacation to
Haiti, where she knows no one,
for no apparent reason.

Since she is a young, white,
rich-looking and alone, everyone
wants her and nobody is subtle
about it. Finally, she meets
Roger, and the two fall into lust
at once.
Kathy is said to have no

money, though she keeps spen-
ding it. Above all, Kathy is gulli-
ble and spineless. She defends her
sexual activities to eleven year old
beggars whom she befriends. She
is aware that the land belongs to
them.
The first thing one notices is the

way things are called in terms of
their function for the time. Kathy
is at times the white girl, at times
so-and-so's girlfriend, sometimes
Kathy. The speakers in a conver-
sation are rarely given, because
the speaker or the character
should be revealed clearly by the
speech.
On the other hand, if the speech

does not betray the speaker, then
perhaps it simply does not mat-
ter who said it. She will not clut-
ter the speech with "she said"
because that would be too much
of a consession to the audience.
It is the reader who must meet her
all the way.
One exception to this when the

lovers, or lusters as she presents
them, speak in the penultimate
chapter. Acker condescends to
offer a curt orientation of the
speaker's identities, as one would
do if writing a play; that is, she
writes:

Roger: " Hello. '
Kathy: "Uh."

and the dialogue continues from
there without any comments from
the narrator. What two lines
would it have mattered least who
said which?

But what is important here is

the nonessential quality of the
content of the lines.
Acker wants to be concerned

with the question of dominance
not only in the sexual sense, but
in the political as well. Although
she details the sexual situation
profusely, her attempt at
understanding the oppression of
the poor in Haiti is feeble and
resembles that of any comfortable

person who speaks of the in-
justices of poverty with great
moral fervor while continuing to
participate in the indulgences of
the wealthy. Kathy rationalizes,
by convincing herself that she
does sympathisize with the poor,
and appeases her barely present
conscience.
The ending is pretty inconse-

quential. She is lured to resort to
magic so as to sort out her life;
what really happens is that
everyone is just dragging money
out of her. Protests that she has
no money are overcome with just
a little persistence; she does not
care that much. The magic does
nothing for her either.

In this way, the conclusion
fulfills the nonexistent claim of
the title—Kathy goes to Haiti, and
that it's —not Love in Haiti, or
Death in Haiti, or least of all
Betrayal in Haiti.

My Death, My Life by Pier
Paolo Pasolini.

The same sense of confusion
continues in My Death, My Life
by Pier Paolo Pasolini in an in-
tensified degree. Here Acker
releases any restrictions she may
have placed on her use of
language. She changes narrators
without warning, at one time let-
ting the promised Pier Paolo
Pasolini tell the story, then sud-
denly taking over herself.

.You may think this is of little
consequence. Well, then, good
for you. Notice that one narrator
is a man and one is a woman. One
thinks that it would be important
to be able to differentiate them
when reading because there is
hardly a moment when the nar-
rator is not discussing or engag-
ing in sexual activity.

In keeping the reader unaware
of the sex of the person who is in-
volved in sex with the man or
woman in question (the sex of the
other is known) one begins to feel
that it really does not matter.

This is the prevailing sentiment
in the world Acker depicts; it
hardly matters to the characters,
none of whom considers any sex-
ual orientation unusual, most of
whom are bisexual anyway. And
so Acker refuses to satisfy any
curiosity an uninitiated reader
may have regarding the type of
sexual activity taking place at any
given moment.
This novel is much more overt-

ly contemplative and self-
referential than the first one. In
the first chapter we get a picture

of a murder mystery narrated by
the murdered man, Pier Paolo
Pasolini. After hearing three or
four perspectives on the story, as
one would in a courtroom from
the witnesses and so on, one is set
up for a conventional tale of
suspense. Even when at the end,
Pasolini says:
Every human being has inten-
tions. Every human being is con-
nected to every other human be-
ing and the intentionality of these
connections is language. What
happens when there is no
language or when language
doesn't mean?.. .1, Pier Paolo
Pasolini, will solve my murder by
denying the principle of causation
and by proposing nominalism.
We are left with a statement that

adheres in form to a passionate
declaration by a murdered man
seeking his revenge.
To turn the page (actually, two

pages she makes us turn), and see
a dialogue between Ophelia and
Polonius then would be somewhat
of a shock. Upon closer inspec-
tion one sees that it is a corrup-
tion of the original, quite a cor-
ruption indeed.

It is actually quite amusing
Acker is convincing in the way
she rewrites their dialogues so as
to present what they were really
thinking at the time. Acker is pro-
ficient at shock. To hear the
following from the voice of
Romeo, speaking to Juliet, refer-
ring to the time at which they my
have their rendezvous, to put it
more mildly than Juliet does in
asking for it: "As soon as the
morning sun has shot its sperm
over all blackness.

Barely after the prose has com-
fortably turned to drama, the
English turns to French for a few
pages. Eventually back to
English, then ready for some
philosophizing in the voice(s) of
one or both of the authors about
this great linguistic experiment
being undertaken at their hands.

If an answer to nominalism is
that the abstract quantity behind
all the words for such is a divine
force, or God, Acker offers the
answer that it is sex. Acker shows
the thought of sex to be the
primary occupant of everyone's
mind, and will derive this thought
from the words of anyone's
speech.

In this way she takes her
stream-of-consciousness to its
completion. In ignoring all gram-
matical rules she feels
superfluous herself, she sets an
example in her writing. She
reduces speech to "what they
really mean," which is always

sex. She tries to the best of her

ability to write words to be taken

literally, not cryptic hiding places

for the psyche.

Florida

Florida is only twelve pages

long; it is a short story, not a

novel. An insignificant distinc-

tion, a clutter of terms.
This is the best of the three

selections: for a page and two
lines it reads like straight,
sincerely written prose, invoking
such conventional ideas as the
meaning(lessness) of life. For a
page and two lines it allows one

to sink into one's chair and relax,
after hundreds of pages of riding
on sexual roller coasters.
Acker then gently leads the

reader back into her native land
of semantic ambiguity. By now it
is okay. One is fully in her world,
ready to understand everything
which she leaves unsaid. In this
way, the combination of the three
stories is truly an initiation.

Written (partly) in second per-
son, the story is: you are weary
after a long journey of life and
you see a calm-looking, cheap
hotel and decide to check in. The
place gets held up by a gangster.
You go on thinking about

various parts of your life, and just
when you are convinced that
nothing matters, you are possess-
ed of a desire to save your grand-
father from being killed.
This is all I say; this is all I can

say. I could recommend the first
two stories if only as a means of
appreciating the last one. In their
way they are valuable to enlighten
the sheltered (as I was) about the
ways of the proverbial 1980's,
which by some accounts are
already history.

DS UCo3ors
' Recipients of the April edition

of the Johns Hopkins Magazine

had the pleasure of reading an ex-

cellent article by Rhonda Watts

on Hopkins historian Kenneth

Lynn and his new biography of

Ernest Hemingway. Presenting

the thesis that Hemingway was a

tormented man, torn between

sexual identities thanks to his

mother's efforts during his

childhood to mold him as a twin

to his older sister, Lynn digs

below the surface of the author's

masculine facade. While this con-

troversial idea is being thrashed

out in the rarified arena of literary

historians, a secondary question

emerges from the debate, that of

the place of excessive
psychological and biographical
knowledge of the author as one

reads fictional literature.

Lynn's point of view on this

question is clear, and scores of
historians would agr.ee with his
statement in the Magazine's arti-

cle that literature and history can-

not be separated; "Each supplies

documentation and amplification

for the other. The text cannot be
understood without context, con-

texts are illuminated by texts."

Yet while history is clearly il-
luminated by a given period's

0 ICC
writers, the converse is not nec-
cessarily a good thing if the
history takes the form of
psychoanalysis. If literature is
art, and art is timeless, then ex-
cessive psychological analysis
may be superfluous in the long
run and damaging in the short
run.
Using the example of Hem-

ingway, if one has read a detail-
ed psychological biography
before having read many of his
books the experience is begun
with preconceptions and
presumptions. If one is looking
for examples of sexual confusion
or sexism, then these facets of the
book will jump out at the expense
of other facets of the writing
which a biographer may well
have not addressed but possess
equal poignancy.
As Hemingway said, he wrote

"to make people feel more than
they understood."

Overemphasis of the author's
life can become destructive in
other ways. By questioning the
integrity of a piece of literature
as a self-contained entity, the in-
dividual of the story and the
author's reality is violated. If one
continually seeks to apply life to
the fiction, then it is no longer

cry by Jonathan Engler

really fiction we are speaking of
but rather an amalgamation of the
two. Imagine that you have writ-
ten a story and shown it to your
friends. Rather than read the
story as an exercise unto itself,
your friends try to find
themselves in it by pointing out
familiar aspects of your
characters. Suddenly, the story as
it is presented is no longer the
primary interest but rather the
assumed integration of life with
fiction and the newly created
world becomes a sideshow.

Just as importantly, having the
psychological aspects of a book's
narration pointed out in gory
detail can violate the writer-
reader dialogue. Reading is an
immensely personal experience.
and having the author's life
presented as of prime importance
to an understanding of the writing
removes the author from his or
her driver's seat. Rather than an
object, the writing is then
presented as symptomatic and
loses importance. Instead of
allowing the writer to reveal as
they will through story and
character, it is as if the biographer
is interrupting the reader-writer
dialogue and shouting. "What the
author really means is..."

Indeed, if art is timeless then
intimate psychological knowledge
of the author should not be vital
to its interpretation and
understanding. Possession of
human nature should be the main
prerequisite and, while
knowledge of historical context
can help, a writer's enduring at-
traction should not lie in a
biographical quirk but rather in
the empathy readers find with the
literature.

In the words of Joseph Conrad,
.the artist descends within

himself, and in that lonely region
of stress and strife, if he be deser-
ving and fortunate, he finds the
terms of his appeal. His appeal is
made to our less obvious
capacities; to that part of nature
which, because of the warlike
conditions of existence, nec-
cessarily keep out of sight...like
the vulnerable body within a steel
armor...The changing wisdom of
successive generations discards
facts, demolishes theories. But
the artist appeals to that part of
our being which is not dependent
on wisdom; to that which is a gift
and not an acquisition—and
therefore more permanently
enduring."
Thank you, Mr. Conrad.

* • • *****  '44
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Windows on the mind:

Using dreams to probe the subconscious
by Jim Chung
W. Ontario University Gazette

(ISIS)—What's in a dream'?

This question has been asked
down the centuries among the
learned and the lay person
without much resolution. It's an
activity that consumes a large part
of all our lives (some more than
others) because, whether you
realize it or not, we all dream
several times each night.
Each night we repeatedly pro-

gress through four stages of REM
sleep. REM, or rapid eye move-
ment, is named after the
characteristic eye movements
associated with the dreaming
phase. It gets longer with each cy-
cle, and can last as long as 40
minutes in the final bout of
dreaming prior to awakening.
Doug Cann, a Jungian analyst

and a doctor of psychology, is
one of about 10 individuals in
Canada qualified to analyze and
interpret dreams with regard to
the disciplines of Carl Jung.
"The dream comes from

another side of your personality
and I would say its primary func-
tion is to balance and compensate
the conscious view points or at-
titudes towards situations, par-
ticularly when they get out of line
with what's needed to actually
adapt and grow," he said.

It's very common to awaken
and not remember dreaming.
Dream recall has to do with what
stage of sleep you awakened from
since memories of dreams are
very transitory and are quickly
forgotten unless you awake in the
middle of a dream. Such interrup-
tions can be a result of an exter-
nal disturbance or from the im-
pact of the dream jolting you to
consciousness.

"Sometimes we have dreams
that are very everyday so there
isn't a lot of salience or impact in
that dream and so you don't
awaken with a strong memory of
it. Other times you have a
nightmare. It wakes you up; the
power of the impact is so great
you actually are pulled out of
your sleep. Those kinds of
dreams aren't usually too difficult
to recall," said Cann.
"If you have a dream that has

come a number of time, it's like

an insistent message, the uncon-
sicous is saying this one is impor-
tant and you need to take note of

it," he said with reference to the
notion that both recurring dreams
and the relative potency of dream
images alert to an unresolved

situation in our lives. If the dream
does not interrupt the sleep cycle,
it means we have found some way
of coping with the situation.

Since it has been demonstrated
that animals also dream, there
would appear to be an even more
basic need or requirement for
dreaming. As Cann explained,
"The biological theories for the
function of dreaming have to do
with the maturation of the ner-
vous system. Before a child is
born there is a very high propor-
tion of time spent in REM sleep,
somewhere around 80 percent,

and as you grow that proportion
drops. You get a very high pro-
portion of it in the early stages of
both physiological and matura-
tional development. Part of the
theory is that it has biological
function in helping the brain to
lay down neural pathways in

developing patterns of the percep-

tual organ."
One of the frustrating aspects

of dreams is their lack of lucidity
and rationality. As a result, many
people tend to disregard the con-

Two researchers
awarded fellowships

by R. Sekerak

Thomas Tullius and Jeremy
Berg, two assistant professors in
the department of Chemistry of
the Johns Hopkins University,
have been awarded Alfred P.
Sloan Reasearch fellowships.

Tullius and Berg, both in-
organic chemists, are two of
twenty-three chemists selected na-
tionally this year. They will
receive two-year grants of
$25,000.
The Sloan Fellowships were

created in 1955 to stimulate fun-
damental research and are award-
ed to the most promising young
professors in their field. They are
awarded in chemistry, physics,
mathematics, economics, and
neurosciences.
Berg and Tullius were

nominated for the fellowships by
their department. Gary Posner,
chairman of the Chemistry
Department, said, "It is a true
measure of the quality and poten-
tial of our young faculty members
that both Dr. Berg and Dr.
Tullius were chosen. It is
remarkable that Hopkins receiv-

ed two fellowships this year."
Tullius did his graduate work

at Stanford University. He
received his Ph.D. in Chemistry
in the field of structural studies of
metalloproteins using x-ray spec-
troscopy. He did his post doc-
torate work at Columbia Univer-
sity. He has been at Johns
Hopkins since 1982. Tullius is in-
terested in new ways of studying
DNA and DNA complexes; he is
specifically interested in how zinc
fingers bind to DNA.
Berg is also interested in this

same field of study, but rather
than approaching the DNA as a
whole, he actually breaks apart
the DNA and is examining the
synthesis of the individual pep-
tides. According to Tullius, "Dr.
Berg has been a leader in this
area."
The peptide that both Berg and

Tullius are interested in is
TFIIIA. TFIIIA was worked on
by Dr. Brown at Carnegie.
Dr. Reuben Jih-Ru Hwu,

another assistance professor in
the Chemistry Department here
Johns Hopkins, also received a
Sloan Fellowship for 1986-88.

Dreams of flying are common, says

tents of their dreams.
"The language of the dream is

at first completely incomprehen-
sible because the dream works in
a language of metaphors and im-
ages and not so much in our kind
of rational thought processes. It
is very clear but is expressed in
a language much closer to the un-
conscious reality so you will find
the same kind of images in myths,
fairy tales and religions," said
Cann.
So it is not that dreams were

created in a way to purposely
make them difficult to unders-
tand, but simply that our rational
mind has evolved so far from be-
ing in touch with that kind of
language.
A metaphor may help to focus

our attention on the underlying
dilemma represented in the
dream. As an example Cann said,

"You can differentiate between

the emotional impact of a Chris-

tian seeing the crucifixion image

Dr. Cann.

and the impact of the same per-
son seeing a stop sign. The emo-
tional impact of one tends to have
much great power to it, the other
is much more consciously under-
stood and simply stands for
something else we know the
meaning of."
One recent theory of dreams is

that they are random discharges
designed to purge useless pro-
grams from the brain. "Dreams
are nonsense and so we should
forget them as quickly as possi-
ble because they are just signs of
poor or disordered programming
of the brain," said Cann, who
didn't appear to have much faith
in this concept. Then there are the
more traditional theories advanc-
ed by psychoanalysts like Sig-
mund Freud and his contem-
porary Carl Jung.
"In the Freudian approach to

dreams, the dream is a disguised
image of some actual content
which is often seen as being un-

comfortable for the conscious
mind to be aware of. In the
Jungian field you'll see more of
an emphasis on the dream as ex-
pressing in the best possible way,
by using metaphors, what the
meaning of the situation is," said
Cann.
"If you face a difficult situation

today and it arouses some emo-
tions that you don't quite know
how to handle or what to do with,
then you may dream that night in
a form which tries to propose
some kind of solution to this con-
flict or emotional struggle that
you are going through," he said.

If you were under a lot of stress
and anxiety to complete a paper
you might dream of a sword fight
with a band of the Cardinal's
Guards in which you easily defeat
them all. The unconscious would
be bringing up the idea of the
heroic odds in your dream. The

See DREAM, 23

[Hopkins Science Beat
*AIDS in the minority community

On Saturday, April 9th, the
*Black Medical Students Associa-

tion of the Johns Hopkins School
*of Medicine will sponsor a sym-
posium "AIDS in the Minority

*Community" from 9:15 a.m. to
*4 p.m. Guest speakers include
*Baltimore Mayor Kurt Schmoke
*and Woodrow Myers Jr., M.D.,

the Indiana Health Commissioner
*and former vice-chairman of the
*Presidential Commission on
AIDS. Also present will be

*representatives of the American
*Red Cross and the Baltimore
*Health Education Resource
*Organization (HERO). All events
*will be held in the Preclinical

A link between disease and
attitude

Systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE) is a connective tissue
disease that affects women of
childbearing age. During the
1950's, more than 50 percent of
those afflicted died within five
years of contracting the disease.
Today, over 90 percent are still
alive, even after ten years. Accor-
ding to Dr. Mark Hochberg,
physician at Johns Hopkins
Hospital, this is due to increased
physician awareness of the
disease, more sensitive laboratory
tests for early detection, and bet-
ter therapies to manage complica-
tions of the disease, such as in-

Teaching Building Auditorium on fection. SLE affects ten times as
*the East Baltimore Campus, and many women as men, and black

are free and open to the public, women are at higher risk. Scien-
* For more information, contact tists believe that a hormone dif-

* 955-6680. ference is responsible for the
*

disease, but cannot explain the
predominance in black women.
SLE begins at the joint areas,
with severe arthritis, but soon af-
fects the organs causing possible
kidney and nervous system
damage. Dr. Hochberg has
shown that a patient's ability to
adjust both socially and
psychologically to the disease
correlates with his level of
disability. The more mild the
symptoms were, the better the pa-
tient was able to cope with the
chronic disease. Physicians have
suspected as much for quite a
while, but Dr. Hochberg's study
lends concrete support to such an
idea. Dr. Hochberg hopes that the
study will help develop educa-
tional programs to improve pa-
tient attitudes as the disease
progresses.



Dreams
DREAM, from 22

guards would represent all those
negative anxieties you had and the
dream would be proposing a kind
of solution by pointing out the at-
titude you need to complete the
paper.
When pressed for some ex-

amples illustrating the difference
between Freudian and Jungian
dream analysis, Cann offered the
dream of a person walking along
and noticing a giant building ris-
ing up into the sky.
"From a Freudian point of

view, this [the building] could
refer to a phallic image. From a
Jungian view, this could reflect
an excessive intellectualism, so-
meone who lives way up in their
intellect all the time," he said.
Dreams of flying or falling

have been seen in some tradi-
tional Freudian approaches as be-
ing indicative of sexuality through
the loss of conscious control in-
volved in sexual orgasm and also
the euphoric experience of it.
"In the Jungian view," Cann

counters, "there would be a
tendency to link it with
mythological images, in this case
the Greek myth of Icarus who
flew too close to the sun and the
wax in his wings melted and he
plunged into the sea. That's a
metaphor that means you got too
full of your ability in some area
and got inflated and stepped out
farther than you realy have the
ability to handle."

Although both Freud and Jung
respect the individuality of dream
symbols, Freud tends to gravitate
to the idea of fixed or universal
sexual symbols while Jung ad-
vocates the universality of ar-
chetypal images. That is to say,
according to Jung, we all have a
"mother" archetype but the ac-
tual meaning of the "mother"
symbol depends and varies with
our personal experience. Since
the images in our dreams come
from a society to which we all
belong, it is possible that we may
use the same imagery to express
the same meaning for some
things.

Most dreams are abstract in their metaphorical language.
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WORKSHOP. This free, four week
workshop sponsored by the White
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strategies to stop it. Limited enroll-
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workshop begins Friday, April 15 at
1130 AM.
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Open daily, 9-5.
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Sports 
Second-half surge propels Jays
Hopkins' 7-goal third quarter stampede nips Cavaliers, 11-10

by Steven Silber

If the Johns Hopkins Blue Jays
go on to win another lacrosse
championship, the game last
Saturday at Virginia will be seen
as the season's turning point.
More minutely, the turning point
came with 21 seconds remaining
in the first half.
At that moment, the Jays were

trailing 8-3 with Virginia having
scored five consecutive goals.
Midfielder Pat Russell passed the
ball to Mike Morrill and the
senior attaclunen scored his sec-
ond goal of the game, putting the
halftime mark at 8-4 Cavaliers.
The Jays then came out for the se-
cond half, scoring four straight
goals and eventually defeated the
Wahoos 11-10.

It was the Jays' best perfor-
mance of the season and showed
that Hopkins not only could
defeat Division I's strongest
teams of 1988, but that it could
do so coming back from a large
deficit. The Jays outscored the
Cavs 7-2 in the second half, with
all of Hopkins' goals coming in
the third quarter.
The win moved the Jays up two

notches to fourth in the NCAA
Division I coaches' lacrosse poll,
while the Wahoos dropped two
spots to fifth. The poll was made
one day before the University of
North Carolina defeated
Maryland 12-6, so had a new poll
been made later this week, the
Jays probably would have been
ranked third in the nation. All

told, a win against North Carolina
tomorrow and Hopkins will be
ranked no lower than second in
the country.
But it was the victory against

Virginia that will not be forgot-
ten easily by Hopkins fans. Mike
Morrill netted five goals for the
Jays while junior midfielder
Brendan Kelly scored twice.
Quint Kessenich, the sophomore
netminder, had a shaky first half
but limited the Wahoos to only
one goal in each of the third and
fourth quarters.

Virginia had taken an early 1-0
lead when a hard check by
defenseman Dave Howland sup-
plied the Jays with the momentum
necessary to tie the score on a
shot by midfielder Greg Kelly,
assisted by attackman Scott Marr.
Hopkins then took its only lead of
the first half on Morrill's first
goal of the game, also assisted by
Marr.
This trading of scores took

place until the first quarter en-
ded with a 4-3 lead for Virginia.
The Cavs then responded with the
four straight goals in the second
period. Morrill's second goal put
the Jays within four at the half.
"I got a little vehement," said

head coach Don Zimmerman.
"In the second quarter, we got
away from our game plan. We
weren't playing as a team. In the
second half, we played as a team
and showed the kind of heart
we're going to need to have a suc-
cessful season."

In the Blue Jays' second half

barrage, goals were scored by
Marr, Morrill, Clarke, Brendan
Kelly, and Joe Rzemplouch,
Hopkins' face-off specialist. His
netter tied the game at nine after
Virginia had gone ahead on an
unassisted goal by its leading at-
tackman, Chase Monroe.
Hopkins headed into the fourth

quarter leading 11-9. The Cavs
came within one at nine minutes
into the period on a score by at-
tackman Andy Kraus. Then the
Jays slowed the game's tempo
when they had the ball, and their
defense led by juniors Dave
Pietramala and Jim DeTommaso
repelled the Wahoos. Particular-
ly of note was the play of fellow
junior defenseman Steve Cic-
carone, who replaced an injured
Greg Kelly in the fourth quarter.
"Virginia attempted to take ad-

vantage of Steve on defense, but
he shut them down every time,—
Coach Zimmerman said.
The Cavaliers had a final

chance to tie the game with forty-
seven seconds remaining.
Hopkins was called for offsides,
giving Virginia a thirty second
extra-man advantage. But a shot
by Chase Monroe went wide and
the Wahoos' final attempt was
muffled by defenseman
Pietramala.

Both Kessenich for the Jays and
Peter Sheehan for UVA made
nine saves, with the Cavs out-
shooting Hopkins 46-32.
The game was played in front

of 6,500 fans at Virginia's Scott
Stadium.

"Rebuilding" Tar Heels
trot to Homewood Field

by Pat Furey

There are a few things you
should never believe in sports.
Never believe a professional box-
er when he says he is going to
retire. Never believe George
Steinbrenner when be says he's
not going to fire Billy Martin. But
most of all, never believe a coach
when he claims to be
"rebuilding."
Coach Willie Scroggs of North

Carolina proved this fact last Sun-
day, as his "rebuilding" Tar
Heels rallied in the fourth quarter
to upset Maryland 12-6 in Chapel
Hill. The Carolina victory gave
them the number two ranking na-
tionally and ended the Terrapins'
18-game regular season winning
streak. The Tar Heels (6-1) are
now considered one of the
favorites to reach the NCAA ti-
tle game.
Though Carolina lost seven

starters from last year's 9-4 team,
the newcomers have filled all the
gaps and played extremely well
early in the season. On attack, the
Tar Heels lost their leading scorer
in Gary Seivold, but Neil Redfern
has emerged as Carolina's new
scoring star. Redfern, a junior
transfer from Washington & Lee,
scored two goals in the fourth
quarter last week to lead the, VC

• ' • • • • • • * • •

comeback. Freshman Michael
Thomas from Baltimore and
junior John Szczypinski have also
helped pick up some of the scor-
ing slack. Szczypinski tallied five
times in Carolina's rout of
Washington College a few weeks
ago.
As always, Carolina has an ex-

tremely tough mid-field, despite
the loss of two-time All-
American Joey Seivold. Seniors
Pat and Tim Welsh have replac-
ed the Seivolds as the Tar Heels'
top scoring duo. Tim has been
consistent all season, scoring two
or more goals in five games this
season. He scored four
unanswered goals in the first half
of a showdown with Syracuse on-
ly to watch his team's 8-4 half-
time lead erased in the second
half, as Carolina fell 12-11 in
overtime. Freshman Doug Shar-
retts has been a pleasant surprise
for Scroggs, as he scored three
goals in the second half of last
week's upset victory over
Maryland. Ted Brown and Brett
Davy give Carolina additional ex-
perience at middie, and both are
excellent defensive players.
Defense is where Scroggs had

to do most of his rebuilding. The
Tar Heels lost Tom Haus, a three
time All-American, a three time
wi,nner pf the Scheisser Cup as

the nation's top defenseman, and
the Player of the Year in 1986.
Also gone is Harry McCam-
bridge, a third team All-
American. Despite these heavy
losses, Carolina has played solid
defense all season, led by seniors
Boyd Harden and Kevin Haus.
Barney Aburn, a two-year starter,
has returned to his 1986 form,
when his solid goal-tending led
the Tar Heels to the national
championship.

Saturday's match-up against
Johns Hopkins here at
Homewood should definitely be
exciting. In the last 8 games that
these two teams have played
against each other, 7 have been
decided by one goal and 4 have
gone into overtime. Last season,
Hopkins defeated Carolina 11-10
twice, once in Chapel Hill and
once in the NCAA quarterfinals
here in Baltimore. In the season
series, the Blue Jays hold a slim
7-6 advantage.

Both teams will have something
to prove in Saturday's
showdown. Hopkins is trying to
demonstrate that they have
recovered from their early season
woes and are ready to defend
their national title. Carolina is
trying to show that their
"rebuilding" is complete.

LACROSSE '88
USILA Division I Poll

Record Pts
1 Syracuse (10) 6-0 150
2 Maryland 4-0 135
3 North Carolina 5-1 127
4 Johns Hopkins 4-1 121
5 Virginia 5-1 104
6 Yale 7-0 100
7 Loyola 7-0 97
8 Brown 3-2 89
9 Penn 3-2 68
10 C.W. Post 4-2 46
11 Harvard 4-1 43
12 Massachusetts 1-1 32
13 Rutgers 3-2 24
14 Navy 4-3 21
15 Cornell 2-3 17

(First place votes in parentheses)
Note: Records are through Saturday's games;

Voting taken before Sunday's game.

Recent Action
Saturday, April 2

Johns Hopkins 11, Virginia 10
Loyola 14, Adelphi 8
Navy 11, Princeton 4
Rutgers 10, Towson St. 9
Yale 9, Cornell 8 (OT)
Syracuse 16, Brown 6
Penn 15, Harvard 10
C.W. Post 13, New Hampshire 3
Duke 13, UMBC 3
Army 5, Bucknell 4
Penn St. 16, Drexel 7-
Michigan St. 10, Ohio St. 4
Air Force 6, Villanova 5

Sunday, April 3
North Carolina 12, Maryland 6

Wednesday, April 6
Towson St. 14, Bucknell 8
Delaware 12, Duke 7
Massachusetts 8, Brown 5
Rutgers 10, St. John's 7
Hofstra 17, Lafayette 9
Dartmouth 13, Middlebury 9
Dennison 12, Michigan St. 7
Drexel 7, Villanova 6

Breaking away

The Johns Hopkins Cycling
team saw action in its own
backyard last Saturday at the
Westminster Time Trial Series.
Under clear and sunny skies, each
member attacked the rolling 10
mile course. Grad students John
"Honeypie" O'Melia turned in a
quick 26:26, junior Kyu-Tai Lee
followed with a 27:17. Karen
Menge, a grad student at
Hopkins, turned in a spectacular
27:32, narrowly edging freshman
Chuck Young, whose time was
ten seconds slower than Menge's.
With barely an evening to

recuperate, the team packed up its
gear and left Sunday morning for
West Point. The Cadets were in
for all they could handle, as the
Jays ferociously spun their way
over 15 laps of a .95 mile course.
Two laps into the race, Young
and Lee attempted a breakaway,

only to see the other racers close
the gap with a few laps left to go.
Although vastly outnumbered in
the race (7 to 2), Young took
home a prime, and Lee took both
a prime and second place overall.

In the second race of the day,
John O'Melia hung in tough as
Army pushed the pace. On lap
eight, as he powered up the steep
incline on the rear half of the
course, misfortune struck
O'Melia in the form of a broken
chain. His hopes for the day were
ended.

This Saturday, the team travels
to Morristown, New Jersey, to
face Drew University, one of the
few East Coast schools that ac-
tually gives out cycling scholar-
ships. Watch for a tough contest.
Those who would like to ride or
help at the race call Kyu at
235-9085.

• • • • •
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Batmobile tours
Russia; Quint waived
by Greg Bronshvag

Greetings folks and congrats to
NCAA Basketball champs Loui-
siana Tech and Kansas.

I recently had a conversation
with Hopkins baseball coach Bob
Babb on the team's upcoming trip
to Russia.
Q: So Bob, I understand the

team is learning quite a bit about
Russian culture, especially the
language. Is this true?
A: Da.
Look out Russia, here come the

Americans.
Take that back.
Andy Karetsky isn't going.

Why?
"Well, you see, I'm part Polish

and the Russians don't like Poles.
They might like me."
This guy got into Hopkins. At

least he can hit.
Congrats also to the Hopkins

fencing team on their second
place finish at the NCAA Div-III
championships.
Transactions: Look out.

Lacrosse coach Don Zimmerman
hinted that goalie Quint
Kessenich was on waivers after
not reportedly doing homework
for a class this past week. It is
also rumored that a seven player
deal with Towson State recently
went down the tubes. Wilkens,
Russel, and B. Kelly were to be
traded for two unmentioned mid-
fielders, two recruits to be chosen
later, and an unspecified number
of lacrosse sticks. Says Don, "I
don't want to be quoted for
anything."
However, President Muller

was more than eager to discuss

the situation but I didn't have time
for him.
The AP and UPI pre-season

baseball picks are right on the
mark. The question now is
whether the Fall Classic is going
to be a Subway Series or a Bay
Area Series. I have to go with the
A's and Giants as both teams
have too much hitting for any
team's roster to hold down. Plus
both squads have the pitching to
maintain any lead.
Picks for the Nomination:
Hey! This is a sports column.

Save that for November.
And to all Hopkins athletic sup-

porters reading this, go out and
support our teams. They are giv-
ing their best so let's do the same
in spirit.

Till next time, AMF.

Author Bramble rips
the Sun's Eisenberg
by P. Sean Bramble

Just a few random scribblings
this week . . .
—In the "Little Boy Blue

Department," I would like to
mention that an essay of mine will
be featured in this year's edition
of The Great American Baseball
Stat Book (Ballantine Books,
$12.95). Check it out and tell me
what you think.
—John Eisenberg of the

Baltimore Sun wrote a misleading
article that appeared in this past
Monday's edition. In essence, his
argument was that, since the con-
struction of the Diamondvision
scoreboard before the 1985
season, Memorial Stadium has
changed from a stadium con-
ducive to a pitching-and-defense
team to one more conducive to a
home run-hitting ballclub. As
evidence, he states the fact that
more home runs were hit in
Memorial Stadium than any other
since 1985.
Well, that's all well and true,

John, but I'm not exactly sure that
that proves Memorial Stadium to
be a hitter's haven. Consider this:
in 1936, more home runs were hit
in Yankee Stadium than in any
other ball park. Should one then
conclude that Yankee Stadium
was the best hitter's park in the
league? Or course not. Yankee
Stadium was, if anything, a pit-
cher's park. This is supported by
the fact that more home runs were
hit in Yankee road games than in
Yankee Stadium. It's just that,
with a lineup in which seven of
the eight regulars were in double
digits in homers, the Yankees
couldn't help but overcome their
park's bias against the homerun.
Now let's look at the Orioles.

Since the construction of that
atrocious Diamondvision
scoreboard, the Orioles have hit
310 homeruns at home and 253
on the road. So, since 1985, the
Orioles have hit 1.2 home runs at
home for every I home run they
hit on the road. It does indeed
look like Memorial Stadium is a
hitter's ball park.

Wait, I'm not done yet. After
this, I looked at the five years
previous to Diamondvision. In
those five years, 1980-1984, the
Orioles hit 340 homeruns at home
and only 291 on the road—in
other words, they had the same
ratio (1.2-1) of home runs hit at
home and one on the road. I
would certainly not say, on the
basis of this, that it is any easier
to hit a home run in Memorial
Stadium than it used to be.
Sure, the team's homer totals

have skyrocketed—but they have
jumped just as much on the road
as they have at home. The
Diamondvision cannot be held
responsible for the dramatic in-
crease in homers on the road.

So why has the team posted a
total of more homers than any
other ballpark? It's a number of
things, actually, but the biggest
reasons are good hitting and bad
pitching. The Orioles, over the
past five years, have brought up
or acquired a good number of
power hitters, players like Fred
Lynn, Mike Young, and Larry
Sheets. At the same time, they
have let the pitching staff go to
rot, or at least kept home-run-
vulnerable pitchers in an environ-
ment that only exacerbates their
greatest weakness.

Congratulations to Michelle
Fontenelle, who beat out a
number of other good entries.
Have fun at the game.

Droppings
by Jim Comolli

Since there is absoluHy
nothing relevant to write about (as
usual), one would tend to think
I'd write about something like
Spring Fair, Opening Day, or one
of the other lame attempts this
school has to be exciting. But no,
the topic this week—artichokes.
An artichoke is a wonderful
thing, it not only has scales and
a heart like an animal but it even
looks like one. For some reason
it reminds me of an armadillo,
probably because they both begin
with an 'A' or maybe because
I've finally gone off the deep end.
Anyway, eating an artichoke is
another story, the scales are kind
of a pain in the behind because
they have no substance, but the
heart is another story. Not only
is it a delicacy which goes well
with any meal, it is also a plethora
of essential vitamins which help
prevent horrible things (like 8:00
a.m. classes). One of the Little
Rascals sums it up best, "It might
have choked Artie, but it ain't go-
ing to choke Stymie."
Oh my, that heading does say

something about BIA, doesn't it?
Well, the softball season con-
tinues next week and the schedule
(even take home copies) are in the
AC. Unfortunately (especially for
the people's IDs we have) too
much lacrosse equipment is miss-
ing for the season to continue, so
lacrosse will have to be cancell-
ed. Upcoming this weekend is the
BIA Track and Field meet, and
don't worry (as if you were)
because if you haven't signed up
just show up at the track on Sun-
day, April 10 at 12 noon in order
to enter any event.
As everyone knows, there are

openings on the BIA staff waiting
to be filled. Merely fill out an ap-
plication in the AC office (don't
forget to put your name on the in-
terview list) and you are golden.
Run a few events, attend a few
meetings (though obviously not
required), meet some interesting
people who like to yell and
scream at you, and go to the
banquet—all in all not a bad deal.
Questions, problems, artichokes,
or any idea which screw came
loose call Jim at 235-1615.

LilLLE LLLL
About the weight room...a

company has been hired to recon-
dition the equipment and to keep
it reconditioned on a monthly
basis—all this according to Dean
Colombo. In addition, Colombo
added that the floor plan will be
looked at, things will be moved
around, equipment will be
bought, and ventilation will be
improved. Sounds good. Hope all
of you hulksters appreciate the up
coming changes—they're suppos-
ed to happen by next September.

Before then, however, it would
be nice if one of the fans could
be repaired/replaced. Seventy
degree weather, paint fumes and
no ventilation make for an
unhealthy atmosphere.

. . . The batmen are going to
Russia in a few weeks to play a
few games. . . . Sixty thousand
dollars, Ronnie tossing the first
pitch? It'll make a good story—
look for it.
I'm going back to sleep. Later.

LADIES' PHON
"FREE" FANTASIES
046.2211

DIAL-A-DATE
its

MALES
976-7700
FEMALES
976-7800

Si St, 75 %.á(I. nul

.11 J.fift r..

976-7300
Available in Baltimore and D.C.

.4.1% Si JO • SO It ...aid minute

St. PaulCleaners
TAILORING, REPAIRING SAME DAY CLEAN-
ING AND PRESSING, SHOE REPAIRING

3120 5:. Paul St. 235-4413

I Bring in this coupon with your incoming order for a —I
1 10% discount on all dry cleaning I

expires 4/ 14 /88I.

11.••1,••=. ••••
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Eddie's Liquors
has an opening for

a stockperson either Full or Part-Time.
You can start immediately or after

finals, and the job can continue into the
'88-'89 school year. 4 hours/day

minimum, 8 hours/day maximum. For
more info, stop in at the front desk and

ask for John or Arnold.

1

1
1
1
1

1. .1 .1 .1 .1 1 .1 " • •

April 23
College of Notre Dame

All Day Starting
at 12 Noon •Mud Pit

•Tug of Waree, ce•tk-
coo 00, •Volley Ball

&e,
A.0 Xstoi‘ • Pie Eating Contest

co\& •Jello Toss
•Water Balloons

‘8° •Free Frisbees

•Dunking Boothe •Recess 101
with

Cartoons
I Dare You To Be There

Need More Info?
Call 532-8309

1,C<X>DC<X,.....0C<X>c,04:NNIskr.

•Egg Toss

.. 1.-SSSS>. 1.1.1.1.1..1. 1.1. .
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Captain Laura Perlinn, who recently set the 400 m.
flows over the 100 m. hurdle course.

Gary Green

hurdle Hopkins mark,

Babb bags 200th
by Josh Orenstein

Hopkins baseball coach Robert
Babb recorded his 200th victory
last Saturday as the Jays (11-9)
trounced Coppin State, 13-3, in
the first game of a double header.
The win was one of three by the
Jays in their five games during
the week of March 31 - April 6.
Thursday, March 31, Hopkins

opened its Middle Atlantic Con-
ference schedule travelling to
Chester, Pennsylvania for a twin
bill against Widener. Hopkins
dropped the first game, 3-1, in
spite of solid pitching by captain
Dave Psenicska. In six innings
Psenicska allowed only four hits
and one earned run, while strik-
ing out eight and giving up one
base on balls.

In the second game of the day,
after suffering a five-run first-
inning barrage, Blue Jay pitcher
Scott Francis shut down the
Pioneers for the rest of the way,
and the Jays turned a 5-1 deficit
into an 8-5 victory. Francis per-
mitted no earned runs in winning
his third game of the season.
Centerfielder and leadoff hitter
Tom Finegan went 3-for-3 at the
plate, scored three runs, and stole

three bases. The Durocher
brothers, Dan and Rob, each
homered.

April 2, Hopkins swept a pair
at Coppin State, 13-3 and 13-1.
In addition to Babb's 200th win,
the first game was highlighted by
the pitching of Jason Klitenic,
who struck out nine and issued
only one walk in 5 1/3 innings.
Leftfielder Ron Lewis' first home
run of the year was one of ten
Blue Jay hits by nine different
players.

In the day's second game,
Hopkins jumped to an 8-0 lead
before Coppin State came to bat.
The lead reached 13-0 before the
Eagles finally scored in the fifth
inning. Scott Tarantino pitched
three no-hit innings, striking out
six, to. earn his second victory .
Leftfielders Len Guarna and An-
dy Janis both hit home runs for
the Jays.
Monday in Catonsville, the

Blue Jays entered into th?.
seventh-inning stretch with a 3-1
lead over Division I Maryland-
Baltimore County but could not
maintain their edge as the
Retrievers fought back with four
runs in the bottom of the inning
en route to a 10-6 win. Psenicska

suffered the loss for Hopkins; his
record fell to 3-5. He fared bet-
ter at the plate with three hits in
five at bats. Guarna was a perfect
4-for-4, including two doubles.

Saturday at noon, the Blue Jays
end a string of seventeen con-
secutive games on the road with
a league doubleheader at
Homewood against Ursinus. The
homestand continues Monday, as
Western Maryland College
comes to Hopkins for a 3 p.m.
contest.
JAY NOTES: Finegan is

20-for-20 in stolen base attempts.
Guarna's 12 extra-base hits (8
doubles, 2 triples, 2 homers) are
a team high. Five Jays have at
least 20 hits: Psenicska (28), Dan
Durocher (24), Finegan (22),
Guarna (21), and Andy Karetsky
(20). All five are also batting
above .350, Psenicska (.438) and
Guarna (.412) lead. The team's
batting average stands at .324. Of
Dan Durocher's team-high 26
runs batted in, 5 were game win-
ners. Hopkins' top pitchers
Psenicska and Francis have 3.64
and 2.78 earned run averages,
respectively. The squad ERA is
3.71.

Records shatter in W. MD Relays
by Laura Perlinn

The women's track team open-
ed up their 1988 season last
Saturday, April 2, with an im-
pressive tie for second place with
Western Maryland at the Western
Maryland Relays, the best that
Hopkins has ever done at that
meet. Hopkins scored 62 points
behind Messiah, who had a
phenomenal 120 points (maybe
because it was Easter weekend)
but ahead of MAC rivals Dickin-
son, Susquehanna, Juniata, and
Gettysburg.

Besides their team success,
there were numerous individual
successes, as co-captain Laura
Perlinn broke the school record
in the 400 meter hurdles with a
time of 70.6, Krista Johnson
broke her own school record in
the triple jump with a jump of
34'2", and the 4 X 100 meter
relay team of Mary Gifford,

Diana Logan, Perlinn, and
Johnson also broke the school
record with a time of 52.4. As
Coach Gary Green said, "It is
remarkable that three records got
broken in one meet, let alone in
the first meet of the season."
Hopkins also qualified several
women to the MAC Champion-
ship meet in May, namely Perlinn
in the 400 hurdles, Johnson in the
triple jump, the 4 X 100 and the
4 X 400 (Perlinn, Gifford,
Logan, and co-captain Suzi
McGinn), and April Savoye in the
long jump and the triple jump.
Hopkins won only one race, the

4 X 200 of Gifford, Jean Wu,
Dana Fuqua, and Johnson, when
Messiah was disqualified. Second
places were earned by the 4 X
100, the triple jump team of

Johnson and Savoye, and the
Sprint Medley team of Fuqua,
Lani Firester, Savoye, and

Logan.
For the distance runners, a

relay meet is very different. First
of all, nobody could qualify for
the MAC meet because one can't
use relay splits as qualifying
times, and second, it's often hard
to pace oneself running a long
relay leg. Still, good perfor-
mances were turned in by Suzi
McGinn in the Distance Medley
and 4 X 800, Molly Bardsley in
the Distance Medley and the 4 X
1600. Audra Mai in the 4 X 800
and the 4 X 1600, Stephanie
Snedden in the Distance Medley
and 4 X 800, Tamsen Love in the
4 X 800 and 4 X 1600, Donya
Niedzwiedzki in the Distance
Medley, and Tracy Hourigan in
the 4 X 1600.

Both Coach Green and Coach
Eleanor Simonsick were extreme-
ly pleased with the women's per-
formances. "We have a lot of

depth, a lot of talent, and we're
in real good shape," Green said.
The team does have one weakness
this year, however, and that is in
the throwing events. Their one
"weight" woman, Sheryl Bedno,
threw the discus well but couldn't
score at Western Maryland by
herself. Also, because nobody is
competing in the shot put, javelin,
or high jump, the Lady Jays are
going to be at a big disadvantage
in dual and tri-meets.
The men's team, unfortunate-

ly, didn't fare as well as the
women at Western Maryland,
placing fifth overall in a field of
nine. Successful relays included
the javelin, in which Eric
Hastings and Glenn Sabin threw
for a combined distance of
338'5" to take first place in that
event. Hastings' own javelin
throw of 175'3" qualified him for
the MAC meet in May. Hastings

and Sabin also took second in the
shot put with a combined distance
of 73'6" and fourth in the discus.
The running events that did well
were the second place Sprint
Medley team of Matt Hannon,
Jerry Sewack, Paul Park, and
Scott Baker, the second place 4
X 1600 team of Tim Marean,
Brett Balinsky, Bassil Dahiyat,
and Mark Melia, and the third
place Distance Medley team of
Mark Sullivan, Park, Baker, and
Marean.
Both teams travel to Penn-

sylvania this weekend to compete
in the Messiah Invitational, a
meet that will feature some of
Hopkins' toughest competitors in
the MAC Conference. The men
and women then take on Division
1 Baltimore rivals Towson State
and UMBC in a tri-meet on
Wednesday, April 13, at
Homewood at 3 p.m.

Crewsters cruise Occoquan
Women finish out of the money

Slow starts in otherwise strong
races slowed down Hopkins
women's crew in a regatta at the
Occoquan Reservoir last Satur-
day. The race was the team's first
for the spring season, and Johns
Hopkins competed against
Franklin & Marshall College,
George Mason University,
George Washington University,
Washington College, and Mary
Washington College in the event.
The women's team entered two

shells in the regatta—a women's
novice 8-man shell and a
women's varsity 4-man shell. The
novice 8-man shell raced first,
and after a weak start, the crew

recovered to finish in fourth
place, with a time of 8:03, 35
seconds behind third-place
George Washington University.
George Mason University won
the event with a time of 7:08. The
stroke for the shell was freshman
Inge Schlate, while freshmen
Kim Roberts, Susan Llewellyn,
Melody Swartz, Jennifer Sharp,
Kathy McCabe, and Beth Chap-
man, and sophomore Cathy
Chuang also rowed in the shell.
The women's varsity 4-man

shell also finished its race in
fourth place. The boat's time was
8:08, 6 seconds behind third-
place Mary Washington College.

Franklin & Marshall University
won the event with a time of;
7:49. The varsity shell suffered a
personnel change due to illness
which forced Cathy McCabe to
row in both races. Stroke for the
boat was senior Pat McManmon,
while sophomores Kelly Kieffer
and Micheline Tang also rowed
in the boat. The shell's coxswain
was team captain Charlene Hu.
The crew will race at the same
location against some of the samel
teams next week, and the event;
will give the crew a good chance
to show its progress.

Men finish in the money,
snag a second place
The Johns Hopkins men's

novice 8-man shell performed
very well in a regatta on the Oc-
coquan Reservoir on Saturday,
April 2. Rowing against George
Mason University, George
Washington University, and
Washington College, Johns
Hopkins finished second in a very
close race. George Washington
University won the event with a
time of 6 minutes 18 seconds.
Johns Hopkins finished at 6:33,
and Washington College finished

third at 6:34. Stroke for the boat
was freshman Steve Lin, while
freshmen Ram Kumar, Pat Gor-
man, Rob Porcarelli, Vivek
Chaturvedi, and Jim Nagy, and
sophomores Paul Dietrich and
Chris McColl also rowed in the
boat. The boat's coxswain was
freshman Chuck Connolly. The
crew will race against some of the
same teams at the same place next
week, and the event should give
the team a chance to gauge its
progress.
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.

At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed— in college and in life.
You'll build self-confidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you also qualify
to earn an Army Officer's commission when
you graduate from college.

Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.

Ct.
bp

tuns,

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.

Find out more.
Call Captain Rick Kearney 338-7474

LOCATION 'CONVENIENCE'
SECURITY •AMENITIES•SPACE•COMFORT

Hopkins Students Praise
The Carlyle Apartments

500 W. University Pkwy.
889-4500

"Great advantages are space and comfort."
"Amenities are excellent."
"Centrally air-conditioned."

"Food shopping minutes away.
"Free use of magnificent roof top pool."

"Good security."

)

r  
Bring this coupon to the
rental office and receive
your special incentive
when you rent an apart-
ment at the Carlyle

of I ..... I 40"
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The Johns Hopkins Jewish League
presents Between North and South, a
film that highlights the quiet trade and
technical assistance between Israel and
the Black African states, despite threats
against the African states by Arab na-
tions Wednesday. April 13, at the
Jewish Students Center, 7 p.m.

Attention sophomores! Class meeting
Wednesday. April 13 at 5 p.m. in Lever-
ing Lounge. Sign up for our Spring Fair
booth—our famous chicken and dogs.
You must be present or have a friend
sign your name in order to work.

Sailing Club will have a meeting as
usual on Tuesday at 6'30 p.m. in Con-
ference Room B. Show up and you can
float around the back river with us!

Juniors—your class needs you! Sign
up now to work the Junior Class Dunk-
ing Booth and Hopkins Scrub/Cap/Bird
Booth during Spring Fair! Two-hour
shifts Friday. Saturday. and Sunday,
April 15, 16,17 To sign up call Quen-
tin at 467-2159 or Cary at 235-9232

The Korean Students Association will
hold a general meeting on Wednesday,
April 13 at 8 p m in the Garrett Room.
Topics include Spring Fair and pot-luck
dinner.

Hopkins Christian Fellowship
welcomes you to a time of fellowship,
worship and funship. Be there to hear
Niel Livingstone talk on pra‘der —how it
brought Moses closer to God. Garrett
Room, MSE, 7.15 p.m., tonight
Refreshments served

The Outdoors Club will have a meeting
on Wednesday, April 13 at 8:30 p m.
in the Glass Pavilion. Craig Hindman,
of the Baltimore Grotto, will be giving
a slide presentation on Scott Hollow
Cave We will also hold nominations for
next year's club officers

Tickets! Tickets! Tickets! Now on sale
at the Student Union while supplies last.
Tickets for the Barnstormer Show A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
the Forum, a Stephen Sondheim
musical comedy. Shows are at 7 p.m.
on April 15 and 23. 8 p.m. on April 16.
17, 22. and 24 All seats are $3 in ad-
vance and $4 at the door. Perfor-
mances are in the Arellano Theater For
more information, call Mike or Jim at
235-9441

A Holocaust Memorial Service, spon-
sored by the Jewish Students Associa-
tion and the Office of the Chaplain, will
be held on Thursday, April 14 at 4:30
p.m in the Great Hall All interested
observers are welcome.

Interested in the Peace Corps? Stop by
the Office of the Chaplain in Levering
Hall to pick up information about a
10-15 week undergraduate internship

Last chance. Get your Spring Fair
Games teams registered now! Relay
races, tug of war, build a teepee! Ap-
plications available at Spring Fair Office
and Residential Life Deadline is 5 p.m.
on April 11

The Bridge Club will meet on Tuesday
night at 8 p.m. All are welcome to at-
tend Beginner and intermediate
lessons given..

Apply now for the Mayor's Fellowship
Program (fall 1988 semester). a six-
credit undergraduate course in urban
policy featuring a seminar and intern-
ships in urban planning. administration,
law, social services, community
organization. economic development.
Ind related fields For information and
applications, contact Robert Seidel. In-
stitute for Policy Studies, Shnver Hall,
338-7169

Attention students Lemniscate has
cancelled its lecture this week entitled
How to Print Your Campus Notes
More Than One Time Per Issue, with
Some Help from the Letters Section.
See Letters for more information

4.

4.

4.

4.
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The Gala Baltimoron Quiz
Win Certificates for a Case of Mystery Brew, Hon

and $10 Worth of Crab Chips

1. This reform school Grad later became a major league
'swinger'

2. This lady sang the Blues
3. Novelist/poet. Perhaps sipped from the cask (of

Amontillado) a bit too much
4. He has a penchant for polyester and hairspray
5. Goucher spouse who roared against the 20's
6. Moved to L.A. and married 'Anne Kelsey'
7. An inventive mother (and father)
8. A Czech mate (with topspin)
9. "Supreme"-ly obvious

10. A big screen star
11. Only tells "True Stories"
12. Would you give up your throne to marry this woman?
13. Shortest NBA player (now)
14. Heads a "Motor City" band
15. The only N-L editor ever convicted of lying (not Tim

McNamara)
16. Baltimore's Best Bird for over 20 years
17. The Golden Arm of the Stadium's Other Team

• Bonus #1: Name the two News-Letter editors who hail from
• Mobtown

4 Bonus #2: Name the high school attended by the answer
1, to Question Number 6 (Hint: it's the alma mater of Charm
• City's Mayor)

Sponsored by:
Eddies Supermarket

3117 St. Paul St.
889-1558

am) Dale's fiquors
3109 St. Paul St.

243-0221

Instructions: We are pointedly not mentioning that the QM ditch-
ed us this week, hon. What we are doing is trying to demonstrate that
Bawlamer isn't the squat, ugly little city that most Hoppies make it
out to be, hon. Some pretty famous people are associated with this
fair hamlet, hon, so ID the people below [all either were born, lived,
or died (hopefully the latter) in Charm City]. Run your answers down-
naGatehouse by Wednesday at 5 p.m., hon. We'll be waiting, hon.

Results: Ma. . .00ps, the QM, didn't leave us the name of last week's
lucky winner, so we had to pick her ourselves. The winner is Michelle
A. "My name sounds French" Fontenelle, who wrote a lot more than
she needed to, but it's definitely her name that clinched it for her. The
answers were: 1) 1903-2037; 2) Bobby Thomson; 3) Deacon Phillippe,
Bill Dinneen; 4) Bob Gibson, Mickey Lolich; 5) Ray Schalk, .253;
6) Roger Bresnahan (James Tyng is, a good answer but we don't want
people to throat us with Mickey Mouse answers on a Major League
quiz, and that goes for the winnah, too), Steve Yeager; 7) Mettle the
Mule; 8) Les Rohr; 9) Cleveland, Seattle, Texas; 10) .356 life-time
hitter, thrown out of baseball in the 1919 Black Sox scandal; 11) Nolan
Ryan; 12) Gullett, Norman, Billingham, Nolan, Darcy or Kirby; 13)
483 feet; 14) Eight (The Cubs ain't gonna make it to post-season, no
matter what Liz Harrigan believes); 15) Bobby Bonds; 16) Joe Nux-
hall; Bonus 1) Our favorite: Eddie Murray should be paid $2, $1 for
each time he gets his uniform dirty; Bonus 2) Who cares. He's wrong.
This straight from the QM's mouth: As you can see, 'zlings, you can
accomplish a lot with a little influence over the editors, eh, P. Sean?"

P.S. How 'bout them O's!
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CAMPUS NOTES
Beer and soda booth operators for
spring fair will be required to be at a
meeting on Tuesday, April 12, at 9 p.m
in SAC Office to sign contracts. Any pro-
blems. call Fair Office x7692.

Attention students. Lemniscate has
cancelled its lecture this week entitled
How to Print Your Campus Notes
More Than One Time Per Issue, with
Some Help from the Letters Section
See Letters for more informaton

Attention students. Lemniscate has
cancelled its lecture this week entitled
How to Print Your Campus Notes
More Than One Time Per Issue, with
Some Help from the Letters Section.
See Letters for more information

The Caribbean Interest Group will hold
its next general meeting at 5 p.m., Mon-
day. April 4 in Conference Room A
New members are encouraged to
attend.

The Coffee Shop outside Gilman will
be open Sunday and Monday from
8.30 p.m. to 12.30 a.m. Be sure to sup-
port this effort. Groups interested in sell-
ing other weeknights please contact
Danny at 243-6630 or leave a note in
the Catholic Community SAC carrel.

Every Thursday nite is Newman nite.
You ve heard about it, now be sure to
drop by. Dinner starts at 6 p.m. Discus-
sion at 7 p.m. The address is 2941 N
Charles St.

The Catholic Faith Inventory (CFI) of-

fers a unique chance to reflect upon
one's faith. Fr. Bob Michele of Newman
House offers tne CFI and follow-up
meeting if desired. Interested? Call Fr

Bob at 889-4528 or drop by Newman
House 2941 N Charles St to pick one
up.

Attention Sophomore and Junior
Premeds:Applications are now being
accepted for Alpha Epsilon Delta, the
national premed honor society. See Pat
Powers in 103 Merryman for forms. Ap-
plication deadline is April 18.

Hellenic Students Association: we will
hold a spring fair organizational meeting
on Wednesday, April 6 at 8 p m. in Con-
ference Room B

APL Colloquium: Icosehedral boron.
rich solids as very high temperature
semiconductors. Speaker David Emin,
Sandia National Laboratories Friday,
April 8 at 2 p.m. ITV Classroom, 214
Maryland

Lemniscate magazine will be
distributed on April 11. Pick up your free
copy in the basement of Gilman Hall
while quantities last. Inquiries should be
directed to Mike at 366-0320

Action, a good plot, and great direc-
tion: Tonight see The Dagger of Kamui
(in Japanese with English subtitles) at
7.30 p.m. in 110 Maryland. It's a lot
more fun than watching people dance!

Attention: There will be a general
meeting of the prelaw society on April
11 at 7 p.m. in Conference Room A.
Prelaw journal committee will meet im-
mediately afterwords. Questions? Call
Bob at 235-5163 or Mike at 366-2523

The College Republicans will hold
elections for six offices next Monday in
the Garret Room, MSE at 8:30 p.m

The JHU Dance Company will perform
Wednesday and Thursday. April 13 and
14. at 8 p.m. in Shriver Hall. Admission:
$2 for students/senior citizens. $3
general. There will be t-shirt and bake
sale during intermission. Support the
arts at Hopkins!

Interested in becoming a Peer
Counselor? Stop by our room (under
Baker) Friday, Sunday, or Monday bet-
ween 7 p.m. and 1 a.m to pick up in-
formation and to sign up for an inter-
view time. Any questions or problems,
call x8456

Come to another Circle K Meeting.
Meetings are Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in
308 Rowland. More fun is yet to come
We'll talk about spring fair, March of
Dimes Walkathon, fruit baskets. and
Parties!

APPT Counselors: Consultation sec-
tions meet this week Sunday at 5 p m
in White House Conference Room.
Tuesday at noon in Conference Room
B; and Thursday at 1 p.m. in Gilman 42
Any problems, call Vicki.

The Undergraduate Reading Series
presents yet another unbelievable
evening of fine fiction and poetry. Join
us Monday evening, 7 30 p m., in the
Little Theater and hear Sondra Gutt-
man, Glen Meizlesh, and Pamela Mar
thinuss. Refreshments, you Enten-
mann's addicts, will be served

The Chinese Students Association will
be holding a meeting this Sunday in the
Little Theater at 7 p.m. Spring Fair and
a camping trip will be among the topics
discussed. All are welcome.

The JSA will present a Holocaust
Memorial Program and service on
Wednesday, April 13 at 730 p.m in the
Mergenthaler Auditorium. Come aid
see a moving presentation remember-
ing all those who died at the hands of
the Nazis

See NOTES, 27


